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Ottawa, Ontario1

--- Upon resuming on Friday, December 15, 20002

    at 9:00 a.m.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Good morning,4

ladies and gentlemen.5

As you know, we are continuing the6

hearing on the environmental assessment for the7

restart of the Pickering A station.  With an8

appropriate quorum still being present we are9

appropriately constituted to carry on with the10

business before us.  We are going to be proceeding11

with the questioning over the environmental12

assessment.13

You will recall that yesterday we14

did leave off that session in terms of OPG's15

discussions on topics under the aquatic16

environment, and they were to review some of the17

issues of late sediment sampling.18

I am going to ask Dr. Barnes to19

restate the questions that were asked and we will20

then be looking for a response.21

Dr. Barnes.22

MEMBER BARNES:  Just let me get23

the right page.24

The question I was getting at25
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yesterday is that in discussing the aquatic1

environment you have information that deals with2

the aquatic sediment.  The issue that OPG were3

trying to address I guess through their4

consultants was the impact of effluents,5

particularly metals, coming from PNGS-A out into6

Lake Ontario, and they were involved in sampling7

sediments to try to demonstrate that this was8

having a minimal effect, both in terms of9

cumulation in the sediment and potentially on10

aquatic life.11

I was interested in how the12

sampling was being done.  This is not entirely13

easy to get at, but on Figure 6.5-5, which I was14

referring to, we see three kinds of analyses that15

are referred to in the legend under "Sample16

sites".  One set of samples is from Hydro Marsh,17

one set of samples is in Frenchman's Bay.  I am18

not talking about those.  I am talking about Lake19

Ontario.20

That is No. 3, a set of samples in21

Lake Ontario, and we see locations 1 to 14 along22

transects A, B and C.  I wanted to know whether23

this set of samples was the samples being analyzed24

to try to determine the effect of effluents,25
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particularly metals from PNGS-A.1

MR. STRICKERT:  Dr. Barnes,2

Dr. Moffett will answer that question for you.3

DR. MOFFETT:  The strategy with4

respect to the selection of the sampling points5

for sediment closest to the outfall or sediment6

likely to be affected by the outfall from7

Pickering A is based upon an identification of the8

closest sedimentation zone.  While sedimentation9

processes generally in Lake Ontario move from west10

to east, locally in the near shore area there are11

literal zones whereby that pattern may be12

different.13

The technical support document,14

the hydrology and surface water technical support15

document, Figure 64.14, which is here, shows the16

general movement of sediment on a regional basis17

but shows how there is a literal cell in the local18

area with a divide at Moore Point where the19

Pickering station is located.20

In this divide we have an21

erosional area where sediments are moved to the22

west and to the east.23

Sampling done historically off the24

Pickering site have shown that there are no25
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sediments in this erosional zone, but sediment is1

transported towards the depositional area off of2

Frenchman's Bay, and that is the origin of course3

of the sandbar.4

What we did in our sampling5

strategy was taking this as the model we then6

attempted to find the sediment areas, the sediment7

deposition area within this general zone, and the8

specific transects that are identified in9

Figure 6.5-5.  Those three transects, item 3 in10

the figure, were then positioned in the sediment11

depositional area so that the near shore sediments12

which are most likely to be affected by the A13

discharge were collected.14

Those sediments were analyzed for15

heavy metals, and those sediments were found to16

have heavy metal concentrations below the low17

effects level in the Ministry of the Environment18

criteria.19

Finer sediments which also may be20

effected would be transported out deep into the21

lake where they will get lost in the natural and22

other anthropogenic sources.23

MEMBER BARNES:  What I was getting24

at yesterday in my questioning, and on which you25
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wanted more time, was -- I was well aware that the1

basic sediment transport rate was coming from the2

west.  That is the whole origin of the erosion of3

the Scarborough Bluffs, the development of those4

spits, and so on.  If I were to look at the5

simulated velocity distribution, which is on6

Figure 7.2.3-2, which I don't necessarily think --7

if you want to look at it, this is 7.2.3-2,8

"Simulated Velocity Distribution" --9

DR. MOFFETT:  I'm sorry.  I have10

missed --11

MEMBER BARNES:  Figure 7.2.3-2.12

--- Short pause13

MEMBER BARNES:  Figure 7.2.3-2.14

DR. MOFFETT:  Yes.  I have the15

figure.16

MEMBER BARNES:  All right.17

These are the simulated velocity18

distributions in the lake.  I presume you have the19

effluents coming out of the A and B stations.  You20

can see there that the current flows are very much21

predominantly from west to east.  Correct?22

DR. MOFFETT:  The water current23

flows.  Yes.24

MEMBER BARNES:  The current flow. 25
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So the water current is transporting sediment.1

You can see, for example, where it2

says "Existing conditions" there that very much3

the predominant flow is from the west.  Anything4

coming out of PNGS-A is more or less taken not in5

the way that you are describing, it is either6

taken south or in fact it is taken further to the7

east.8

Your sediment samplings are I9

think significantly to the west of the outflow of10

PNGS-A, and so there were two factors that were of11

concern to me in the way you have chosen to12

sample.  One is that that area must be very much13

under the influence of westerly moving sediment --14

that is basically the origin of the spit in15

Frenchman's Bay -- and we know there is a good16

deal of sediment moving westwards from the erosion17

of areas like the Scarborough Bluffs, which must18

totally swamp I would think the amount of material19

coming out of PNGS-A.20

Then, when I look at that second21

figure that I just referred you to, off the22

simulated velocity distribution, I am not23

convinced from that information that was in your24

report that the effluent, including the metals,25
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coming out of PNGS-A, would in fact move into this1

area of sedimentation that you have sampled.2

If that logic holds, then I don't3

believe that the samples that you are giving us4

results on are in fact telling us really very much5

about the influx of metals and the potential6

impact of that on the area.7

What you are doing is arguing that8

the samples in transects A, B and C have very9

little evidence of metal contamination and10

therefore we shouldn't worry about the situation. 11

I am just saying in the area you have sampled, I12

don't believe that is a fair way of looking at the13

amount of effluent coming out of NPGS on the basis14

of these two figures that I am referring to.15

DR. MOFFETT:  Two responses I16

guess.17

Again, I have to say if we look at18

the thermal plume data there is movement into the19

bay, into the bay off of Frenchman's Bay into this20

area.  The plume does move into this area.  That21

is shown in Figure 7.2.3-5 in the report.22

But my main evidence is, the main23

evidence for what we have said is, we have24

sampled -- it has been sampled extensively in that25
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area, immediately off of the Pickering A station,1

and that is a literal divide with the deposition2

of the coarser sediments happening to the west to3

the area where we have sampled.4

MEMBER BARNES:  It is true that5

the plume that you are talking about, the thermal6

plume, certainly extends.  It extends over quite a7

wide area.8

If you look at the kind of plume9

that is more specifically characterized in your10

documents, for example, for chlorine, I think you11

will see that there is an asymmetry not going to12

the west but going to the east.  So we are looking13

at where the sediment and the effluent and the14

metals might be predominantly deposited.15

I am arguing two things.  One, I16

am not convinced that the dominant area of17

deposition is in the area that you have sampled. 18

Secondly, I think that area that you are sampling19

is overly diluted, if you like, or contaminated in20

a sedimentological way from material being brought21

from the west, from the Scarborough Bluffs area,22

with such an amount that would totally mask the23

signal that you are trying to measure here.24

DR. MOFFETT:  We are talking about25
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the coarser sediments, which would be deposited in1

the near shore area, and there is no evidence from2

sampling of those sediments being deposited3

immediately west of PNGS-A.4

MEMBER BARNES:  If we are looking5

at coarser sediments, would you -- given the6

simulated velocity diagram that I have just7

referred to, coarser sediments are going to fall8

out first.  I could imagine that some of the finer9

sediments caught up in the thermal plume -- I10

think elsewhere you show that the thermal plume is11

a very shallow structure, let's say 1 to 2 metres12

in thickness, that essentially floats on top of13

most of Lake Ontario, but if you are telling me14

that you are analysing coarse sediment, that15

coarse sediment is going to fall out quickly down16

into the water column and would not, I think, then17

mirror a thermal plume that would spread out18

further to the west.19

DR. MOFFETT:  Could I just take a20

moment to consult with my colleague with respect21

to the velocity distributions?22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.  If there23

are any of your colleagues that wish to answer the24

question, that is fine as well.25
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MR. WADDINGTON:  Dr. Bishop, could1

I give the staff's opinion of the review that we2

did of this work?3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We are going to4

come back after this is finished to the staff.5

MEMBER BARNES:  While you are6

consulting, if you just want to look at the7

following diagram beyond the "Simulated8

Distribution of Chlorine Concentration" -- that is9

what I was referring to, that is the following10

one -- if you look at the existing conditions11

ambient along shore currents to the east I think12

you see the chlorine simulated distribution is13

going to the east not to the west.  That is on14

Figure 7.2.3-3, the one that follows the simulated15

brightly coloured velocity distribution diagram.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  If this is going17

to take a length of time for the consultation,18

then I will move to staff and come back to you. 19

Would you prefer that?20

DR. MOFFETT:  Yes, please.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.22

Mr. Waddington?23

MR. WADDINGTON:  Thank you,24

Dr. Bishop.25
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We have reviewed this part of the1

work and I would ask Dr. Thompson to outline to2

you the staff's conclusions from our review.3

Dr. Thompson.4

DR. THOMPSON:  Good morning.5

We have reviewed the information6

that was presented in both the aquatic environment7

and also the technical support document on radio8

activity.9

If you look at the information10

that is presented together in both those11

documents, as well as with the historical sediment12

sampling that was done probably three or four13

years ago when the copper and zinc issues came14

out, the sediment samplings that were done close15

to the outfalls is very coarse sediment.  It is16

essentially sand.  It is an erosional area and17

there is no contaminant build-up in those areas.18

When OPG consultants did the19

sampling, the only area close to the station where20

levels of contamination by metals were found were21

in the area where the transects were chosen for22

the EA.23

At the time when we reviewed this24

information, I think the conclusions that were25
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drawn by the Ministry of the Environment, as well1

as by ourselves, were that the concentrations of2

copper and other metals in those sediments were3

probably not mainly from the Pickering station but4

from other sources.5

To really get a good idea on the6

rate of contaminant partitioning to particulates7

that eventually would end up in the sediment,8

because of the high flow rates coming out of the9

station and the erosional area the only real good10

method of getting that information is to take11

particulate sampling from the water column and12

analyze them.  Then by modelling we can estimate13

where those will be deposited.14

The sampling in the water column15

hasn't been done, but from the information we16

have, because of the absence of contaminants,17

either radioactive contaminants or metals, at the18

outfall and near the station we have concluded19

that those fine particulates are carried quite a20

distance from the station because they are fine21

and the water flows.22

From that, once they are carried23

quite a distance from the station, they will24

eventually deposit in depositional areas, but the25
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concentrations will have been diluted and the1

cumulation in sediment will be quite low.2

MEMBER BARNES:  That is all3

hypothetical, though.  You said you haven't done4

the analysis in the water column, et cetera, et5

cetera.6

DR. THOMPSON:  The analysis in the7

water column hasn't been done, to my knowledge,8

for the Pickering station.  It has been done, for9

example, at G2 and there are radionuclides10

partitioning to find particulates in the channel. 11

The concentrations aren't high because for many12

contaminants the concentrations coming out of the13

station are at or below detection levels.14

MEMBER BARNES:  Understanding my15

questioning here, and probably later on, what I16

tried to do with the tritium in the atmosphere --17

I can well believe that the amount of18

contamination is small, all right, but I think it19

needs to be demonstrated.  In the way that it is20

being demonstrated I think there are potential21

flaws in the sampling strategy and conclusions22

therefore being drawn from that to lead at least23

me as a reader of this and potentially the public24

and so on that there is not a problem.  All right?25
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So here we are looking at a set of1

samples, and because we are saying there is not a2

heavy contamination here we don't need to worry3

about contamination to the lake.  It is just that4

linkage from what I look at other information5

here, I believe that where you sample is: 6

(a) diluted; and (b) on the basis of other7

information on current flows, that is not where8

most of the sediment, certainly the coarser9

sediment, potentially heavier material in the10

sediment like copper is likely to be deposited. 11

That is all I am trying to say and point out.12

DR. THOMPSON:  But the conclusions13

drawn in the environmental assessment on potential14

impacts of contaminant in sediment to benthic15

invertebrates, for example, aren't essentially16

based on only that information from the cores17

taken in the area where the transects were taken,18

it is this information plus the other information19

that we have from sediment sampling close to the20

station as well as what we know from the flows and21

the direction of the currents.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.23

Is OPG now ready?24

DR. MOFFETT:  Duncan Moffett.  I25
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am advised that the figure that you referred to,1

Dr. Barnes, 7.2.3-2, the current flow figure, that2

these are the average current velocities and the3

sedimentation is not driven by the current, it is4

driven by wave action, by factors other than the5

direct current flow so that the major movement of6

sediment, because the sediment is coarse enough,7

it is deposited through those wave processes8

rather than being reflected by these average9

current measurements or these average current10

illustrations.11

I think, as was said, these are12

sand-sized particles, and that is the reason why13

the predominant deposition in that area is these14

large particles.15

MEMBER BARNES:  I cannot believe16

that statement.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I'm sorry?  You18

cannot believe that the particle sizes are large?19

MEMBER BARNES:  What I heard is20

that the sediment is being transported dominantly21

by waves and that this information on along shore22

currents is well known -- lake sediments or marine23

sediments at along shore drift -- is surely24

driving much of the sediment transport.25
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Waves are rather ephemeral data,1

if that is what you are referring to.  Most of the2

sediment is on the bottom.  The waves are largely3

on the surface, unless you are looking at just4

where it is breaking along the shore.  Most of the5

sediment, particularly in your area that you are6

looking at, which is a considerable distance away7

from the shore, that sediment is being transported8

in large part by along shore currents, which is9

the information on the simulated velocity figure10

that I am referring to.11

DR. MOFFETT:  I understand that12

viewpoint.13

I guess I can only emphasize that14

we believe that we have established a credible15

defensible system of sampling the sediments.  In16

our judgment, given the historical processes that17

we know, the historical database with respect to18

where the sedimentation is adjacent to that19

station, adjacent to Pickering A, in our judgment20

we have done that, as has been mentioned.  We have21

gone to collect samples in that depositional area22

and have chosen cores which reflect that23

depositional area.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Thompson,25
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would you like to add anything more?1

DR. THOMPSON:  There is2

information in the EA that is -- the conclusions3

are based on several lines of evidence.  The4

statements that were made about the behaviour of5

sediments and of currents is a good reflection of6

what we believe occurs at the Pickering station.7

However, in terms of the8

environmental assessment, the conclusions are9

based on several lines of evidence and I think the10

information we have makes that conclusion sound.11

However, having said that, the12

information that has been reflected over the years13

for Pickering was a combination of monitoring done14

to confirm those to members of the public, as well15

as some other monitoring that was done on a16

case-by-case basis to address specific issues.17

So the information isn't as18

complete as we would like it to be, but that is19

something that can be addressed in later stages.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.21

Are there any other questions on22

the aquatic?  Ms Keen.23

MEMBER KEEN:  Dr. Thompson, could24

you just clarify your last comment with regards to25
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how this could be addressed.  Would this be1

addressed specifically in the mitigation strategy2

that would be formally put forward?  Just your3

last comment with regards to how this would be4

addressed in terms of the further evidence that is5

required.6

DR. THOMPSON:  It is currently7

identified in the follow-up program where sediment8

sampling as well as sampling of particulates in9

the water column will be conducted to confirm10

sediment radionuclides, as well as metal loading11

to the lake.  So it is right now in the12

environmental assessment as part of the follow-up13

requirements.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.15

Are there any other questions or16

comments in the aquatic area?17

Thank you.18

We will now move to the19

terrestrial environment.  Are there any questions20

in the terrestrial environment sections?21

Thank you.22

We now move into an area that23

there was some discussion last night but still24

discussion to do, and that is on the hydrogeology25
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or ground water and seismic issues.1

Are there any questions? 2

Dr. Barnes.3

MEMBER BARNES:  I would like to4

address a number of points under this category. 5

Perhaps we would start with the issue of ground6

water monitoring.7

Again, I think the demonstration8

here, both to the Commission and to the public, is9

to show that any potential contaminants that may10

get into the ground water, it can be appropriately11

considered because you have an adequate three12

dimensional understanding, quantitative13

understanding of the ground water flow system for14

one thing.  Then you will be able to extract any15

contaminants, understand their potential migration16

through time, and appropriately treat those17

potential contaminants.18

The contaminants could come in the19

form of just general leakage and localized20

concentration or it could be in the problem of a21

spill.  Of course this has been, I think, one of22

the key issues that OPG has mentioned in your23

presentation, in your notes and so on.  I think it24

again comes back to the specialized peer review25
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report of the city of Pickering, which Dr. Eyles1

referred to yesterday.2

He stated I think specifically --3

I don't have the quote right in front of me, but4

he felt there was a misunderstanding even of5

some basic fundamentals of understanding of the6

ground water system and wondered whether there7

were any significant data gaps, so I have a number8

of questions here that I will try to address.9

Perhaps I could first ask OPG if10

we could look at -- sorry to do the figures on you11

again, but this is the data you are presenting to12

us.  This will be Figure 6.7-8.  It is the13

"Site-wide Ground Water Quality Monitoring14

Locations, PNGS".  Okay?  Figure 6.7-8, "Site-wide15

Ground Water Quality Monitoring Locations".16

--- Pause17

MEMBER BARNES:  Are we okay?18

MR. STRICKERT:  Yes. 19

Kurt Johansen will address these issues for you,20

Dr. Barnes.21

MEMBER BARNES:  Okay.  I22

understand, of course, that you have on that23

diagram essentially two kinds, well maybe three24

kinds of wells:  the ones with very small dots,25
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"Monitoring well location in plan", et cetera, et1

cetera; and then the ones titled "GMS" which is2

"Site-Wide Monitoring Well Samples for the 19993

Round 1 and Round 2 Site-Wide Ground Water4

Monitoring Program".5

I am assuming that the larger6

dots, the ones prefaced by "GMS" with various7

numbers, are essentially your primary database for8

monitoring ground water quality.  Is that correct?9

MR. JOHANSEN:  That's correct.10

MEMBER BARNES:  Also then, in all11

the reports, and particularly the detailed12

technical reports, you will be aware that as more13

material has become available we understand I14

think -- or you understand that the hydro15

stratigraphy here is really quite complicated. 16

Although superficially it looks as though there17

may be two till layers there are probably eight18

different levels in which ground water is flowing,19

and some of the flow is vertical connecting these20

different levels.21

And in the area of the plants22

themselves, particular PGS-A, with so much of the23

construction of this major facility, there has24

been obviously a lot of anthropogenic disturbance25
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of this stratigraphy; part of it by putting in1

gravel and so forth you create additional layers.2

In order to understand the3

hydrogeology and to develop quantitative flow4

models here, do you really believe that the5

network of monitoring locations that you have6

there are adequate to develop a three dimensional7

quantified model for ground water flow in order to8

look at potential spills or contamination?9

I note in particular that a large10

area immediately north of the plants has almost no11

monitoring at all.  You run wells along the12

perimeter of it but there is a large triangular13

area with no wells at all.  I wonder, if you are14

dealing with a fairly complex hydrostratigraphy,15

if you can develop a three dimensional model with16

such fairly large areas with no data being17

gathered.18

MR. JOHANSEN:  Kurt Johansen.19

The documentation in the20

Environmental Assessment Report acknowledges that21

the site hydrogeology is heavily influenced by the22

presence of the plant, the construction of the23

plant, the deep foundations, et cetera.24

Our assessment document explains25
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our rationale for relying on the site-wide ground1

water monitoring system because the control or the2

pattern of ground water flow is so strongly3

influenced by the presence of the plant.  The flow4

is towards the powerhouse structures and the5

pattern of flow and the pathway off the site, as6

relevant to the environmental assessment, is7

controlled by the foundation drains essentially.8

In that context, it is, in our9

assessment, the on-site database which is the most10

relevant.11

We have attempted, beyond that12

database, to put this data in a reasonable13

context, which we have set out in an appendix in14

the addendum document in response to the comments15

from the peer review team, incidentally.  So that16

is the basis for our reliance on this on-site17

site-wide monitoring system, a system which is in18

excess of 200 wells, which is a substantial19

system.20

MEMBER BARNES:  I guess I am21

trying to get at whether the system is adequate. 22

This is a monitoring program from which you23

therefore would derive some conclusions.  What we24

are discussing here is a pretty complicated25
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hydrostratigraphy, period, which is then further1

disrupted and made even more complicated, all2

right, particularly near the site of the plant.3

If I could come back specifically4

to say the area we are looking at today, which is5

PNGS-A, if you look in that area of the four6

reactors, you will see that there is readily a few7

holes, right, your larger GMS holes, in that area,8

at least I would have thought, given the data that9

you are presenting elsewhere in the technical10

reports, that if those are your control points on11

which you are developing models, given an12

eight-layer hydrostratigraphy, I would have13

guessed that was inadequate in order to promptly14

establish quantitative models of hydrogeological15

flow in this complicated area.16

Do you agree or not?17

MR. JOHANSEN:  We agree that it is18

complicated and influenced by the presence of the19

plant and its construction.20

Our view, as we have set out in21

the EA report, is that because we have so much22

data from direct measurement of ground water flows23

and qualities in and around the plant, there24

seemed to be no need for a three dimensional model25
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for environmental assessment purposes.1

MEMBER BARNES:  Are you telling me2

that on the basis of these I think fairly limited3

GMS wells, which as I understand from this diagram4

is the basis of your monitoring program, that that5

is an adequate ongoing sampling to establish the6

details of the ground water conditions in the area7

of Pickering A?8

MR. JOHANSEN:  Yes, that in9

addition to the hundreds of geotechnical boreholes10

that also give relevant data.11

MEMBER BARNES:  Are you monitoring12

those boreholes?  For example, later on you are13

discussing a plume, all right, a tritium plume in14

here.  Therefore, you need to know the migration15

of that plume, its area and so on.16

If I look at the area of the plant17

itself for areas of the reactors, you have very18

few small dots there.  You have very few.  I19

presume some of those may not be wells that you20

continue to monitor.  They may have been a well21

that was put down initially.  I am assuming from22

here that for this assessment you are using the23

GMS wells as your monitoring basis.  I don't want24

to put words in your mouth but, in my view, I am25
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surprised that this represents an adequate1

sampling for a complicated situation.2

Do I hear correctly that what you3

say is that, yes, it is a complicated situation,4

yes, we have, for example, a tritium problem here5

and we have a tritium plume, but on the basis of6

this fairly widespread distribution of GMS you7

believe that you understand the hydrogeological8

flow in the vicinity of the NPGS-A plants?9

MR. JOHANSEN:  Yes, that is our10

assessment.11

I am not the hydrogeological12

specialist.  However, I do emphasize that again it13

is the combination of these particular GMS wells14

plus the other pre-existing wells, plus the wealth15

of other data all taken together, plus the16

sampling of sumps right within the powerhouse17

drainage system, which together gives us a very18

direct indication of flux loading or a basis for19

estimating loading to Lake Ontario, which -- I20

mean the bottom line is that we have defined the21

source, we know the source, and that has been22

documented and submitted to the Commission, as you23

know, in September.  We know the extent of the24

plume.  We have estimated the loading to the lake,25
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which we submit is a very small fraction of1

routine emissions to the lake and, in turn, a very2

small fraction of the regulatory limit with3

regards to tritium.  That is sort of the bottom4

line.5

But with regards to your question6

about monitoring to characterize the plume, et7

cetera, I would like to ask my colleague8

John de Wilde, if you would like, to pursue that9

further.10

MEMBER BARNES:  That would be11

good.  Perhaps he could indicate in those small12

wells the small dots there, which I think are13

probably historical wells, how many of those are14

actually being continuously monitored now and have15

been part of this monitoring program that you are16

talking about.17

MR. de WILDE:  My name is John18

de Wilde.  I have been the team leader for the19

ground water investigations on site.20

Regarding the other dots that you21

see on here, all those wells were used in making22

up our ground water monitoring network.23

Of these we picked I guess the24

highest priority wells.  All of them are being25
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monitored for water levels on a quarterly basis, I1

believe, and about 60 of them are being sampled on2

a quarterly basis right now.3

But certainly in our developing4

the ground water system we took into account all5

the historical wells.  We put in a number of drive6

points to try and understand the site better and7

come up with a conceptual model and then put in8

these additional wells based on that model.9

MEMBER BARNES:  But monitoring10

them for ground water levels isn't necessarily11

--if we are talking about, say, trying to track12

the tritium plume, how many of those -- or call13

them the old historical wells, the small dots that14

are actually being used or can be used in that15

capacity, or have been in order to present this16

data?17

MR. de WILDE:  In terms of the18

tritium that we have on site, every well that is19

being sampled is being sampled for tritium, and20

all these wells have been sampled numerous times21

for tritium in the past.22

The tritium-impacted area that we23

have around Unit 1, since the writing of this24

report, since 6.7-8, we have an additional 3025
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wells inside the plant itself, and we have about1

15 additional wells outside Unit 1, so we do have2

that area very well characterized.3

MEMBER BARNES:  If I could just4

continue with the tritium issue now.5

I found that the report itself,6

the principal report, was rather elusive in7

defining the problem.  There were no numbers8

actually given for tritium in that section. 9

Although it discussed a plume, it was again10

elusive in saying even the direction of the plume,11

the area of the plume and so on.  So it required12

going back into the technical reports that I have13

here.14

Could you just remind us what the15

levels, the highest levels would be recorded in16

that tritium concentration in Pickering A.17

MR. de WILDE:  I believe the18

maximum concentration we had, and Dave Belanger19

can help me out on this, is probably 7,00020

microcurries per kg.  Do you need that in21

becquerels?22

MEMBER BARNES:  Sure.23

MR. de WILDE:  About 240 million24

becquerels per litre.25
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MEMBER BARNES:  Yes, about1

270 million, 300 million.  Right?2

Would you characterize that as a3

significant amount?  It is certainly an anomaly,4

right, on the --5

MR. de WILDE:  Certainly the6

concentration itself is significant, yes.7

There was no non-potable criteria8

for tritium so we really had nothing to compare it9

against so we have derived a non-potable criteria10

for tritium based on a number of different11

receptors and routes of exposure for those12

receptors.  That criteria comes out at 3 million13

becquerels per litre based on a number of14

conservative consumptions.  So obviously the15

240 million becquerels per litre is significant.16

MEMBER BARNES:  The value and17

becquerels per litre for Lake Ontario would be18

what?  Just for comparison.19

MR. de WILDE:  I think Patsy20

mentioned earlier around 7 becquerels per litre. 21

Ten or 7 becquerels per litre.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Thompson23

didn't hear.  It was the levels per litre that you24

wanted.25
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MEMBER BARNES:  Yes, the Lake1

Ontario levels becquerels per litre for tritium is2

in the order of 5 to 10 compared to the 3003

million in the point source contamination under4

the reactor.5

DR. THOMPSON:  The levels at the6

inlet of Lake Ontario and the outlet of Lake7

Ontario are about 6 to 7 becquerels per litre, and8

the concentrations at the drinking water plants9

around Pickering are about 10 to 15.10

MEMBER BARNES:  Given that you11

have now identified the source of the tritium12

being under the buildings, as I understand it you13

are able to extract this from sumps.  Is that14

right?  Correct.15

I wonder why you have chosen to16

dispose of this, basically, into the lake as17

opposed to trying to strip that contaminant out in18

facilities that presumably you have somewhere in19

the OPG system.20

MR. de WILDE:  You're right.  All21

of the tritium that is in that 3 million becquerel22

per litre plume is going to sumps that are23

designed to collect ground water.  We have deep24

basements, about 20 feet deeper than the lake25
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itself.  There are perforated pipes underneath1

those basements to keep the pressure off the2

walls.  The water comes into those sumps and gets3

mixed with a lot of other process waters off floor4

drains, steam condensate, things like that.  Then5

it gets pumped out eventually into the lake by6

various means.7

Really, when we add up all those8

ground water contributions, they are about 3 per9

cent of the total tritium discharges that we have,10

so it wasn't felt that that was a significant11

contribution to the total discharge that the plant12

has of tritium.13

MEMBER BARNES:  But I have been in14

other discussions, for example Bruce, where you15

have a plume of tritium, sort of a ground water16

plume that is essentially moving there towards the17

lake, which is gradually being diffused.  I18

understand that it is then hard to extract, it is19

hard to control.  You hope that it gets diluted20

sort of environmentally or over a period of time.21

Here I am surprised that you have22

identified essentially a point source yourselves23

being contaminated by the reactors, the point24

source is right there under the reactors, you have25
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a well system that allows you to extract it, and1

instead of then trying to dispose of that problem,2

which I would have thought a more responsible way3

of taking out the tritium, accepting that it is4

still a fairly small amount, but it is the most --5

you have identified, OPG has identified, the6

tritium as being an issue, an issue to the public,7

you have identified the point source, you can8

extract it because you already have the sumps9

there.10

Instead of extracting it and11

taking out the tritium in other processes, which I12

believe are available to you at probably a modest13

cost, you choose to environmentally disperse it14

into Lake Ontario, which you can still tell us is15

still not contravening any limits of the province,16

but I would say is that the most responsible way17

to be behave in treating this contaminant.18

MR. STRICKERT:  We are under19

an MOE director's order, a Ministry of Environment20

director's order, with respect to remediation and21

follow-up issues.22

What we have done with tritium in23

ground water is we have submitted to the CNSC a24

detailed report at the end of September which lays25
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out our total understanding of the tritium in1

ground water.  We have also submitted that to the2

Ministry of environment of Ontario.3

What we have to do next is develop4

a follow-up and remediation plan as part of that5

director's order, and we will be doing that.  That6

will be done in consultation with stakeholders. 7

So we do not have a remediation plan specifically8

approved at this point in time.  As with the9

upgrading facility as well.10

What the Ministry of Environment11

has instructed us to do is to complete this study12

and then we will have one going-forward13

remediation plan for the content that we have in14

the ground water.  We will be going through that15

process as part of our MOE director's order.16

Your staff are well aware of the17

progress of that as well because they are working18

with the MOE, I believe.19

So in terms of saying what are we20

going to do about remediation, we have to get21

regulatory approval for remediation plans, we have22

to consult stakeholders on remediation plans, so23

we do not have the specific remediation plan for24

the existing source that we are talking about.25
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What I can also tell you is we1

have identified what the source of the2

contamination was originally.  In terms of our3

going-forward path, we have measures that we are4

going to put in place that will stop further5

contributions of tritium into the ground water in6

those areas.  Those are associated with some of7

the sources we have found in sumps, and we are8

going to put special liners in the sumps.  They9

are currently part of the scope of work that we10

are going to do before we return Pickering A to11

service.12

Additionally, there were two13

historical spills and we have taken actions within14

our plant to stop the ability to have those spills15

get into the ground water.16

So in terms of remediation, our17

path forward is subject to discussion with18

regulators on a further basis that is subject to19

consultation.20

MEMBER BARNES:  Maybe, Madam21

Chair, just a final comment.22

You are giving us a lot of23

information to show that (a) in this case the24

potential contaminants are not a problem overall. 25
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You are telling us you are spending a lot of money1

to develop a ground water well system, all right,2

to control it.  You are telling us that the ground3

water flow is essentially to the south through4

most of the plant and to the north just at the5

south reactors, essentially saying any6

contaminants are going to be concentrated there,7

all right, under the reactors, which turn out to8

be where the point source is.9

I am absolutely surprised that10

having then identified it, in other words, you are11

trying to say that is not a problem, you take this12

and release it into the lake environment.13

MR. STRICKERT:  Dr. Barnes, the14

point I was trying to make is, that is what is15

going on.  We have a monitored release of that for16

the small amounts that are being released from the17

ground water.  The remediation plan has to be18

developed in consultation with stakeholders and19

with our regulators.  We simply can't just go20

ahead and do what we want on this issue, and we21

are proceeding on that.22

We identified the source and the23

extent in a report to the CNSC and the MOE at the24

end of September.  We have provided that.  Our25
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next step is then to go ahead and look at the1

remediation strategies on it.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I am going to3

ask staff to make any statement on this4

remediation plan.  But as I have understood what5

you have said, it is that your final solution to6

this is to be able to stop the source, which is7

the best way of handling it?8

MR. STRICKERT:  Yes, you are9

correct.10

There are two issues here.  One,11

we have historical contamination of water that we12

have to remediate.  The second issue is to prevent13

it on a going-forward basis from occurring again. 14

That is what the return to service scope addresses15

as well.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.17

Dr. Thompson.18

DR. THOMPSON:  When we reviewed19

the environmental review that OPG did in 1998, we20

had identified a number of issues related to21

uncertainties about the concentrations of tritium22

and other contaminants in ground water, as well as23

in some of the drainage ditches on site.24

As a result of that, OPG conducted25
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a source term analysis to identify all potential1

sources of spills and releases to those two2

environmental media.  They have submitted those3

documents to the CNSC as well as to MOE.4

As well, we have received a5

document outlining a proposed course of action in6

terms of at what levels OPG is proposing to start7

remediation.8

We have also used section 12 of9

our new regulations to ensure that if source terms10

or potential source terms are identified that11

mitigation is put in place to ensure that even if12

the risk is low of contaminants being released13

from those source terms, that if mitigation is14

available it should be implemented and not just15

implemented if the risks are low.16

So with our new regulations, we17

are moving forward.  We have also been in18

discussions with MOE.  There is a meeting planned19

at the end of January to discuss how we are going20

to address it from a regulatory point of view to21

ensure that OPG doesn't have to deal with22

conflicting requirements.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you. 24

Dr. Barnes.25
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MEMBER GIROUX:  Giroux again. 1

Just a final --2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I'm sorry. 3

Dr. Giroux.4

MEMBER GIROUX:  That's all right.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  They look so6

much alike.7

MEMBER GIROUX:  Just a final point8

on this.9

Would you be looking for10

remediation in place before you would look at11

licensing?  What is the relationship there?12

DR. THOMPSON:  Currently, this13

issue is being followed as part of our regulatory14

activities for Pickering, and this will continue15

as part of licensing.  So it is not something that16

we will deal with once the environmental17

assessment process is over.  This is something18

that is right now in our regulatory agenda, and we19

are working with OPG and the MOE to deal with it.20

In terms of remediation, we21

haven't identified remediation measures.  That is22

something that OPG has to do.  What we are23

reviewing is the information that they have24

provided to us to ensure that the levels that they25
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have identified and the extent of contamination1

has been well characterized.2

We are also looking at having3

consistent requirements in terms of remediation,4

requirements for remediation that would be5

consistent with requirements that MOE has, for6

example, for other contaminated sites, to make7

sure that there isn't a perception that we are8

more lenient in terms of what is expected for9

radioactivity.10

MEMBER GIROUX:  But just to be11

clear, we have a recommendation that we should12

accept the screening report as indicating there13

will be no adverse effects if Pickering A is14

restarted.  Does that include a condition that we15

have this remediation or not?16

Your recommendation might be that17

Pickering A could be licensed without this18

remediation but looking at this remediation as an19

added value to this system.  Am I clear?  I am20

just wondering whether --21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  What I am22

hearing is this will definitely be looked at as23

part of our ongoing regulatory activity including24

licensing.  This will be discussed in full at25
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licensing.1

DR. THOMPSON:  It is being2

discussed --3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Right now.4

DR. THOMPSON:  Yes, it is being5

handled right now.  It is not something we will do6

in the future.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Right.8

What I think you are saying,9

Dr. Giroux, is will the completion of the10

mitigation be required at the time of licensing.11

DR. THOMPSON:  The environmental12

assessment conclusions are based on our knowledge13

of the potential effects of concentrations of14

tritium in the ground water right now, and also of15

whether there is a potential to impact either16

people or biota.17

The conclusions of the18

environmental assessment based on that information19

are that currently the tritium in ground water is20

not having an adverse effect on the environment or21

the health of people.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  But as you had23

indicated before, in being able to utilize our new24

Act and regs, regardless of whether the amount of25
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tritium is not harmful to the environment or to1

health, a requirement is still going to be there2

to mitigate that increased amount of tritium going3

into the lake from the sump area.4

DR. THOMPSON:  Section 12-F, I5

believe, of the regulation puts a clear obligation6

on licensees to take those measures.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.  I just8

wanted to make that clear.9

Thank you.10

Any other questions on the11

terrestrial area?  The hydrology area.12

MEMBER BARNES:  Could I go onto13

the seismic issue?  This is part of this section.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Absolutely.15

MEMBER BARNES:  We started to get16

into this issue yesterday in the presentation by17

the City of Pickering and Dr. Adams commented.18

It is clear from the survey that19

you did and that Eva Marczak presented to us, the20

lady who had knocked on an awful lot of doors21

yesterday, and one of the three issues that she22

found of concern to citizens of Pickering was the23

seismic risk.  Again, OPG pointed out this was one24

of the issues, along with tritium, that you25
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focused on as being an residual issue.1

I would like to see whether OPG2

have any comments, because there have been a fair3

number of additional studies that have come to4

fore and I think different levels of investigation5

are reported to us in the EA.  The issue is of6

concern to the public.7

I'm not sure yesterday that the8

full results came out in a public forum either on9

the expert advisory panel, that is the Gail10

Atkinson, Dick Brown, Alexis Dreimanis study, or11

the study that I think was undertaken this summer12

by people at the Western Ontario Geological Survey13

possibly on the Lithoprobe Seismic Reflection14

Survey, that might have given us a better15

understanding of the deeper crustal structure in16

this region.17

I think it would be helpful in a18

public forum if OPG and possibly staff could bring19

us up to date on what these have told us about the20

seismic hazard.  It needn't be in depth but it21

would be useful I think to have a more public22

discussion of that.23

MR. STRICKERT:  Yes, Dr. Barnes. 24

I have with me Clive Alexander from our corporate25
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engineering group who is an expert on the seismic1

issues.  I believe what you are asking for first2

is an update on where we are, for example, on the3

Rouge Valley.  I believe he can update you on the4

most recent information.5

Secondly, you are interested in6

the lithofier work, and I believe Clive can do7

that.8

If we answer those two questions,9

is that what you are looking for?10

MEMBER BARNES:  Right.11

MR. STRICKERT:  Okay.12

Clive.13

MR. ALEXANDER:  Thank you.14

If I could just summarize some of15

the tasks in the OPG seismic hazard project.16

The task of most interest I think17

to residents of Pickering is the Rouge River18

Valley fault investigation which we have just19

concluded.  We have provided to the Commission20

progress reports on that.21

The last progress report in22

October contained the expert advisory panel's23

final summary statement.  That statement, in24

short, said that detailed geological mapping of25
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the fault exposures in the valley had showed, to1

their satisfaction, that these faults are due to2

glacial and surface processes.3

There was one fault at one4

exposure which had an apparent offset at the river5

bed level at the bedrock surface, and this offset6

propagated into the overburden above.  It was not7

classically clearly glacial in origin.  There was8

a possibility that it was tectonic in origin or,9

in other words, due to earthquakes located in10

deeper bedrock.11

The panel requested that we12

perform drilling or trenching immediately adjacent13

to that fault in order to determine if it extended14

to a significant depth in the bedrock.15

We did not trench because of the16

river condition and the disturbance to the17

environment.  Instead we drilled six boreholes in18

a line which would intersect the fault immediately19

adjacent to it across the river.  We drilled to20

60 metres in order to intersect known what are21

called marker beds in the limestone which are22

traceable, distinctive and traceable, under the23

bedrock.  Very careful drilling logs, geophysical24

work in the boreholes and so on was performed.25
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We found that the surface bedrock1

showed clear evidence of glacial loading and2

unloading processes, extremely fractured.  There3

was mud seams and various other indications of4

these processes.  But at depth -- we are talking5

of the order of 30 metres depths through to the6

bottom of the borehole -- there was no evidence of7

faulting; the bedrock was undisturbed at that8

depth.9

This is consistent with what we10

had found at Darlington with the deep excavations11

for that station.12

The tunnelling out into the lake13

also showed no -- we had to bring water into that14

construction area because there was simply no15

leakage in through bedrock faulting.16

Similarly, further west of us, for17

instance, the CN Tower foundation shows a similar18

degree of disturbance of the upper bedrock by19

glacial processes.20

So the panel's conclusion was that21

sufficient work had been done in the Rouge Valley22

to demonstrate that there is no sufficient23

evidence of a continuous earthquake related fault24

in the valley and hence there is no relevance to25
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seismic hazard in the region.1

They further added that additional2

examination of surface features in the region is3

not justified unless it is also associated with4

well located seismic activity which delineates a5

specific target feature in the area.6

To address that latter point, as7

Mr. Eyles was suggesting last night, efforts8

should be concentrated on attempting to better9

define the deep bedrock geology.  This is10

coincident with some sensitivity studies that OPG11

had performed in 1990.  We had identified that12

deep bedrock geological structure and ground13

motion attenuation in the region was two key areas14

that would greatly enhance our understanding of15

seismic hazard.16

With that in mind, we had, in the17

early nineties, funded reprocessing of oil company18

seismic data from the Great Lakes.  That gave us19

on line, in Lake Ontario and Erie, and we have20

done limited work in Lake Huron as well, very good21

deep bedrock information at depths consistent with22

the earthquake mechanisms down to the order of 25,23

30 kilometres.24

As part of the more recent Seismic25
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Hazard Resolution project, we have attempted to1

attain land-based equivalent deep bedrock2

profiles.  We completed in 1999 the high3

resolution aeromagnetics in the western end or4

essentially north of Lake Ontario.5

We also extended this aeromagnetic6

work into upstate New York in order to define at7

the same resolution level, there was a problem8

across the international border previously, but we9

now have high quality aeromagnetic data for the10

entire region and we have mapping that covers the11

significant geological boundaries in the area.12

We have also, just early this13

summer, completed lithoprobe seismic reflection14

surveys over 300 kilometres of survey lines in15

southern Ontario.  One line went from Brockville16

through north west and it ended up sort of south17

of Ottawa -- that was to cover off the eastern18

terrain boundary -- another line north of19

Pickering and Darlington, and another equivalent20

line on the Niagara Peninsula from Fort Erie21

through to south of Brantford.22

That data is still being23

processed, but from preliminary indications it is24

at least as good as the oil company data that we25
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had earlier.1

We have also enhanced OPG's2

regional seismic monitoring which had been put in3

largely to increase our understanding of the4

ground motion attenuation issues.  We have put in5

enhancements of that monitoring in the6

Hamilton-Burlington area where we are seeing both7

historically and from recent records a8

concentration of small magnitude earthquakes.  We9

see that area as being the most significant area10

in terms of probable seismic hazard affecting11

Pickering and Darlington.12

We are also participating in a new13

federal-provincial university project which will14

see an additional 23 seismometers installed in15

southern Ontario, which again will substantially16

enhance our understanding and will allow us to17

make what the panel is suggesting is the necessary18

next step, will allow us to make an association19

between observed seismicity and deep bedrock20

structure.21

MEMBER BARNES:  That's the Polaris22

project work, the last one you mentioned?23

MR. ALEXANDER:  Sorry?24

MEMBER BARNES:  That is the25
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Polaris project work, the last oneç1

MR. ALEXANDER:  That is the2

Polaris project.  That's right.3

MEMBER BARNES:  Thank you very4

much.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any6

other questions?  If not, thank you.7

Are there any other questions8

under any of the other geology or hydrogeology9

areas?  Thank you.10

We will then move to land11

resources.  Are there any questions?12

Dr. Giroux.13

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.14

I have a question concerning15

traffic.  You mentioned that there will be very16

few disturbances of traffic.  You mentioned two17

intersections where the level of service might18

vary but not significantly.19

My question is more related to20

highway traffic in the case of an emergency21

assuming that you have an occasion where an22

accident occurs and for some reason it is decided23

to evacuate either within the 3 kilometre zone or24

even further.25
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What assurances do you have that1

if that happens that, during peak hour traffic on2

the 401, for instance, you have time to evacuate3

the area completely to protect the public?  Have4

you made model submissions or actual reality tests5

on that?  What is the basis for whatever6

assumptions you are making?7

MR. STRICKERT:  Are you directing8

that question to OPG?9

MEMBER GIROUX:  Yes.10

MR. STRICKERT:  As a basic11

overview, the responsibility for evacuating is12

with Emergency Measures Ontario.13

We co-operate with Emergency14

Measures and support them in terms of evacuations. 15

As you are aware, we do drills at well.  In16

Darlington, in the past year, for example, there17

was a drill.  So those are assessed by the18

province and by the municipal governments in our19

area and we support them in that work as required20

and so they have the plans with respect to21

evacuation.22

I should point out that we have a23

requirement in the case of our severe accident24

situations that are contained.  We do not do any25
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venting of containment for a period of a minimum1

of 48 hours.  So we do not expect to be in a2

prompt evacuation, however, the plans are there3

through Emergency Measures Ontario to do prompt4

evacuation between municipalities and the5

provincial government.  They work on those6

strategies.7

That is a brief overview from OPG. 8

We collaborate with those efforts.9

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.  The10

point is well taken.11

Can staff comment on that, even12

monitoring that, I'm sure.13

MR. WADDINGTON:  Thank you,14

Dr. Barnes -- thank you, Dr. Giroux.15

--- Laughter16

MR. WADDINGTON:  Always follow17

your boss' lead.18

I think the staff would prefer19

that Mr. Greg Taylor of Emergency Measures Ontario20

respond to that given that the staff's view was21

essentially obtained from Emergency Measures22

Ontario.23

Thank you.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.  Please.25
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MR. GREG TAYLOR:  Again, Greg1

Taylor, Emergency Measures Ontario, Manager,2

Provincial Preparedness.3

I am at a bit of a disadvantage4

because I was doing some other business outside5

the room, nuclear business, so I didn't get all6

the question.  But I basically understand the7

concern about evacuation planning.8

We do, as part of the provincial9

plan, the site-specific plans for both Darlington10

and Pickering, like the other nuclear sites in the11

province, have evacuation plans and traffic plans.12

The plan for Pickering, to be13

quite frank, is very complex and to a degree14

problematic because we have a very large15

population in the most heavily trafficked corridor16

in the country.  Nevertheless, we do have plans in17

place for a delayed emission extending over a few18

days or weeks of hold-up time, evacuation would19

proceed in a deliberate fashion.20

If we have an imminent or ongoing21

emission, i.e. the more severe accident that we22

plan for, the emphasis would be on evacuating the23

contiguous zone on a priority basis.24

MEMBER GIROUX:  Just25
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supplementary.  Has the plan been tested?1

MR. GREG TAYLOR:  We test the plan2

by exercise.  We did Darlington a year and a half3

ago.  We have an annual schedule where we visit4

the five sites in the province over a five-year5

period, so we have not done Pickering.  I forget6

the schedule for that.  I think it is the year7

after next.  We are in Chalk River next year, and8

the year after that Pickering.9

It is very difficult to obviously10

test the evacuation for real so it is done through11

exercises, but we have not specifically done the12

Pickering site.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Barnes.14

MEMBER BARNES:  Could you just15

remind us when the plant was built, Pickering A.16

MR. STRICKERT:  When the plan17

was --18

MEMBER BARNES:  The plant.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The plant.20

I wonder if staff could let --21

1970, 1971?22

MR. STRICKERT:  The first unit23

went on line in 1971.24

MEMBER BARNES:  Right.  So when is25
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its expected life predicted to terminate?1

MR. STRICKERT:  When is the plant2

expected to terminate?3

MEMBER BARNES:  You told us4

yesterday.5

MR. STRICKERT:  Our current plans,6

on a financial basis, are that we will operate7

Pickering A to at least 2013 and Pickering B,8

normally we assume a 40-year life.  The first unit9

there went on line in 1982, the last in 1986.  So10

it would be financially about 2026.  What we have11

to do is -- you know, life extension will be an12

issue of the future, whether it would go beyond13

that.14

MEMBER BARNES:  So the plant has15

been in operation for 30 years and it has roughly16

13 left.17

Do you think there will be an18

emergency plan in the next 13 years?19

MR. GREG TAYLOR:  I don't recall20

saying there was not an emergency plan.  I said21

that we had not exercised or tested the evacuation22

plan in real terms.23

We have had an emergency plan in24

the province since 1986.  We currently have an25
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interim plan which has been revised over the last1

couple of years.  It is pending Cabinet approval. 2

But we have a plan in place now tonight.  We have3

a duty manager on duty, and if there is an event4

we will react to it.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any6

other questions?  Thank you.7

Are there any questions on the8

socio-economic conditions?  Thank you.9

In terms of the 10 adverse effects10

that were identified, do the Commissioners have11

any questions concerning the hydrazine12

concentrations in the atmosphere and the13

mitigation that is proposed?14

I think that we have talked about15

some of the near shore circulation patterns in16

Lake Ontario, but are there any questions?17

The water quality in Lake Ontario18

from accidental chemical spills, any further19

questions on that or the mitigation?20

The thermal discharges into Lake21

Ontario, no further questions there?22

The impingement and entrainment of23

fish?  Mr. Graham.24

MEMBER GRAHAM:  I had a question25
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for OPG, and I believe it is in the report under1

7.2.3.2 -- "the return of PNGS-A to service will2

increase the flow of liquid effluent" -- regarding3

the radioactive liquid waste management system." 4

It shows that it is going to increase from the way5

as a lay person I read it about tenfold, from 3206

cubic metres per day to 274.7

My question is, and you have8

talked about the plans that have been put in place9

in which 1998 toxic tests on trout failed one out10

of 11 times, and now it has worked out that the11

testing is now complete in the system, the new12

system associate procedure, there are no failures.13

My question is were these new14

procedures put in place strictly because you were15

going to be going through the start-up procedure16

and an EA and so on, or are those ongoing17

processes that you are trying to rectify as you go18

along?19

MR. STRICKERT:  Just so I can20

clarify the question, Mr. Graham, I understand you21

are asking did we put the improvements in the22

radioactive liquid waste management system in just23

because we were doing that or because we are24

starting up A.25
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The answer is the municipal1

industrial strategy for abatement, which is a2

provincial strategy --3

MEMBER GRAHAM:  You are cutting4

out.  I'm sorry.  You are cutting out.5

MR. STRICKERT:  Okay.  Do you want6

me to start over?7

MEMBER GRAHAM:  No.8

MR. STRICKERT:  The reason we9

upgraded the radiological waste management system10

was as a result of our efforts and government11

requirements, provincial government requirements12

and municipal strategies for abatement.  What we13

have done is we have put in a new treatment system14

to that radiological waste management system which15

serves both Pickering B and Pickering A.16

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Are those new17

systems, and I know this may not be relevant,18

Madam Chairman, but are those new systems also19

being put in place at your other nuclear20

facilities?21

MR. STRICKERT:  Yes, they are.  In22

fact, they are in place at the other facilities.23

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Thank you.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any25
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questions concerning I think the spawning success1

of round whitefish?2

It is my understanding that while3

there may be an adverse effect, that is not4

significant from a population aspect.  Is that5

correct?6

MR. WADDINGTON:  I will ask7

Dr. Thompson, please.8

DR. THOMPSON:  That's right.  From9

a population aspect it is not significant.  It is10

also due to terminal effects.  There are potential11

effects because the spawning hasn't been12

confirmed, so in theory there is a potential for13

impacts because of the thermal plume.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.15

We have covered some of the issues16

in terms of tritium in the ground water.  Are17

there any other questions concerning that or its18

mitigation aspect?19

One of the other issues was20

traffic at Brock Road and Bailey, but that I think21

is not an issue.22

We have previously discussed some23

issues concerning the people's feelings of24

personal security.25
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Dr. Giroux.1

MEMBER GIROUX:  One question,2

which is half a comment.3

When discussing this question of4

people's concerns, Mr. Strickert, yesterday, and I5

have it in your notes here, you talked about6

having a public education campaign to reduce7

people's feelings of insecurity.  Doesn't that8

sort of carry a connotation that if people are9

concerned about nuclear energy and its10

exploitation, it is because of ignorance, that if11

you educate them they will stop being concerned?12

I am not sure that this would13

apply.  My impression is that people can have14

feelings, a position, to using nuclear energy, not15

because of ignorance but because of personal16

judgment.17

MR. STRICKERT:  That's correct.  I18

understand exactly what you are saying.19

What we are trying to do through20

our public affairs program is to provide people21

with information so that they can make their22

decision.  If people are concerned because they23

don't know information and they are new in the24

community, for example, we can do things, say,25
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through Welcome Wagon, to provide them with1

information, allow them the opportunity if they2

wish to, to come and see us, but I understand your3

point.4

We are in the purpose of trying to5

provide people information not necessarily to6

convince them but as a responsible corporate7

citizen, that if they have questions we will8

attempt to answer them.9

So that is part of a mitigation,10

if you like, to that issue.11

But I understand your point. 12

There are some people that will have personal13

concerns.  But we should do our part as a good14

community partner, to try to provide them that15

information.16

MEMBER GIROUX:  I think I17

understand that.  I believe my point was the use18

of the word "education" as against communication19

or information, which is a different connotation.20

MR. STRICKERT:  It certainly was21

not meant in that manner of talking down to22

people.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Ms Keen.24

DR. TENNYSON:  May I just add to25
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that?1

Your point is well taken.2

MEMBER KEEN:  My question is a3

follow up, actually, from yesterday.  Yesterday I4

really didn't get an answer as to the5

quantification of whether people are very6

concerned or whatever, that these words have to7

mean that you have set a level of very or few or8

whatever at a certain level, so you may want to9

expand on that.10

But my other question is that you11

have done, as I understand, a one-off public12

attitude survey.  I understand it has just been13

done once and that this was used to look at14

concerns and areas of concern for people in the15

area.  I think the three categories used were: 16

local, vicinity and Pickering, in that area.17

In terms of monitoring ongoing18

changes to people's opinions and concerns as you19

go through the next few years and ongoing, what20

are the plans of Ontario Power Generation for21

that?22

I would also appreciate perhaps23

more clarification with regards to the use of24

these words as "very few", "not many", "most", or25
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whatever.1

MR. STRICKERT:  I will ask2

Dr. Tennyson to answer those questions for you.3

DR. TENNYSON:  I will answer the4

second one first.5

As part of the recommended6

monitoring and follow-up program we have indicated7

that we would want to do additional surveys at8

regular intervals to gauge, again, look at any9

changes in people's attitudes and behaviour.10

In the sense that you11

characterized this as a "one off", actually, it12

was one piece of research done to aid the13

socio-economic impact assessment.  It was done to14

identify potential areas of concern.  It was to15

see are there likely to be -- would you think16

there are any changes in your attitudes or17

behaviours, either positive or negative?  That was18

done for that purpose.19

We then took these potential20

effects and then we had to analyze them, right,21

using all the other data we had, and also then22

using professional judgment to see, then, if they23

would be likely effects, what their magnitude24

would be and what their significance would be.25
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What we are saying is, okay, we1

have that data and in order to understand further2

any effects we would like to add that to our3

monitoring program as well and we will continue to4

do that.5

In answer to your first question. 6

Once again, the survey was done to identify areas7

of concern -- potential.  The thing is, it cannot8

be used and should not be used to identify precise9

numbers.  That is not its purpose.  We talk about10

percentages to get things like "very" or "a great11

deal" or whatever.12

When I talked yesterday about13

satisfaction, the people that are satisfied with14

the community or very satisfied represent about15

94 per cent of those respondents.  What we are16

looking at, then, is somewhere under 10 per cent,17

I think it is, that are highly dissatisfied.18

When you want to characterize19

that, okay, we have then -- no, that's not right. 20

Sorry.  We are looking at 10 per cent that21

expressed some dissatisfaction.22

The highly dissatisfied, which are23

the ones that are most likely to feel any effects,24

is from between 1 and 3 per cent across all study25
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areas.  So we are down to between 1 and 3 per1

cent.  Based on that, if you look at the other2

evidence, as I said, the vast majority, once3

again, a very high percentage, did not anticipate4

any changes in behaviour as a result in terms of5

their use and enjoyment of property.6

So in my mind, then, it is7

somewhere below 1 and 3 per cent of those that8

might experience the effect that we talk about.9

MEMBER KEEN:  Supplementary10

questions on both those parts.11

First of all, on the latter answer12

you used "other evidence".13

DR. TENNYSON:  Yes.14

MEMBER KEEN:  Could you delineate15

what that is.16

DR. TENNYSON:  When we were17

talking about the satisfaction and the changes in18

use and enjoyment of property?19

As I indicated, we also did20

personal interviews of local facility operators,21

recreational users of local parks, beaches and22

trails, local and regional naturalist groups, a23

recreational fisheries survey of anglers and24

boaters, and of course we had the results of the25
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extensive consultation program.1

MEMBER KEEN:  The latter areas,2

was that evidence brought together by an3

independent survey or was that sort of a staff4

area?5

What I am getting at is when I6

come to you as a neighbour working perhaps for OPG7

or whatever, the answer might be quite different8

than if there was a more independent source of9

data such as you have used with this company.10

So if you are talking to people11

that are anglers or whatever, is it based on a12

scientifically designed piece of independent13

research?14

DR. TENNYSON:  The interviews were15

conducted using interview guides that were16

prepared.  This is sort of standard sociological17

research.18

Quite frankly, the consultants19

that did the work did design it independently. 20

They were the ones that said, "We need a lot of21

different sources of data."  Okay.  "We did the22

survey but we want interview data, which is good23

data, and we want a recreational fisheries24

survey", which was done according to social25
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scientific principles, as it were.1

So it is not just opinion.  You2

are getting data, you are analysing it, then you3

are using all the sources to come to a judgment or4

a conclusion.  You are not just basing it on one. 5

You are taking all of them into account.6

MEMBER KEEN:  I guess my point is,7

and I think you have answered it, was the8

gathering of that information done by an9

independent source versus a staff source, because10

you did a lot of consultation door to door, et11

ceteraç  So that was my point, which I think you12

have answered.13

DR. TENNYSON:  Okay.  Can I just14

make one --15

The consultants did that.  Okay? 16

They did it.  It wasn't OPG staff.17

One little thing I would like to18

say.19

It is very good for us from the EA20

perspective to have the evidence from the21

neighbourhood walk, it certainly supports the22

conclusions that we came to, but the studies and23

the information and the events and consultation24

that we used were designed specifically to25
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identify potential effects, potential concerns,1

issues, and address them throughout the EA2

process.3

MEMBER KEEN:  If I may.  My4

supplementary on the first part was you talked5

about going back and monitoring -- if I'm putting6

words in your mouth let me know -- going back and7

monitoring changes in concerns, et cetera,8

whatever.9

One of the things that was clear10

last night was that although you supplied the11

information to the community advisory council they12

themselves were not very much involved in the13

initial work.  It was transparent and available to14

them, but they themselves were not involved in15

that.  Is that clear?16

DR. TENNYSON:  Is this the survey17

you are asking about again?18

MEMBER KEEN:  Yes.  Yes.19

DR. TENNYSON:  Do you want me to20

clarify that?  Is that what you are asking?  I'm21

sorry.22

MEMBER KEEN:  Yes.  My23

understanding from yesterday was that the24

questions were developed by the company, that you25
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talked to the community advisory council and they1

were aware of the data and they were aware of what2

is going on.3

Now I am going to the future.  How4

will the community advisory council be involved in5

the ongoing monitoring of public concerns as6

measured by this independent study?7

MR. JOHANSEN:  Ms Keen, I wonder8

if I could just lead on that one.  It is9

Kurt Johansen.10

The plan for the follow-up program11

as a whole, all environmental disciplines12

included, is that the terms of reference or the13

scope of the program, which has only been outlined14

in preliminary terms in the EA report to date15

would be finalized, perhaps expanded, through a16

consultation process.17

That consultation process clearly18

would include, first and foremost, the Commission,19

who have the responsibility for ensuring that the20

follow-up program is carried out.21

It would also include in our plan22

proposed the City of Pickering, other municipal23

governments and stakeholders and, in particular,24

the community advisory council.25
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With regards to your specific1

question, therefore, the CAC, within that general2

plan, would be involved in determining the3

appropriate scope of all aspects and this one4

included if they so wish.5

DR. TENNYSON:  If I could add to6

that.7

Clearly, when the next one is8

designed, the CAS will be asked to help us design9

it because, clearly, it is very important that10

they get any of their questions answered and see11

that we are monitoring the correct things.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any13

other questions at the moment for either staff or14

OPG regarding any area of the EA, recognizing15

there will be questions over areas that arise over16

intervenors?17

Dr. Barnes.18

MEMBER BARNES:  Just a quick point19

that came out of last night that I am not sure was20

fully covered, and my comment really is to OPG.21

Again, it came out of the more22

detailed study that the City of Pickering did with23

their peer review, and specifically Dr. Eyles was24

addressing some of the points there, and I think25
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we have covered most of those, except for one, and1

that is the aquatic biota and lake impacts.2

That committee felt that the3

present rationale excludes information on plankton4

macro-benthos.  One can imagine that plankton5

being (a) at the base of the food chain, and (b)6

in shore, might be a good indicator of the effect7

of the thermal plume.  Although you are sampling8

fish that may come and go and may be of immediate9

concern for those that digest the fish,10

macro-benthos close to the plant might be useful.11

Although we understand that the12

results are likely to show limited contamination,13

if one is looking at a spill those two components14

of the aquatic life in the lake might in fact be15

good background indicators to show the impact of a16

spill as opposed to looking at fish that might17

come and go and not be entrained in an kind of18

spill.19

I notice that the detailed study20

of Volume 2, the biospheric review, also indicates21

that, to quote:22

"All effects not understood23

due to gaps of knowledge24

regarding cumulative effects25
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of changes in the aquatic1

habitats, impingements,2

entrainment, and so on..." 3

(As read)4

Do you intend to try to cover5

these gaps, questions, then, on plankton, on6

macro-benthos, or do you think that need not be7

done?8

MR. STRICKERT:  Dr. Moffett will9

answer that question for you, Dr. Barnes.10

DR. MOFFETT:  Yes, indeed, as part11

of the monitoring and follow-up plan that is12

provided in the Environmental Assessment Report,13

some work related to the benthos and these lower14

life forms is included in the proposed monitoring15

and follow up.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any17

other questions at the moment?18

I want both staff and OPG to19

recognize that they should remain for the20

presentations because there will be questions that21

will arise from the intervenors presentations.  We22

will be starting those when we return at about23

10 o'clock.24

The first presentation will be by25
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Durham Nuclear Awareness -- at 11:00.  Sorry.1

Thank you.2

--- Upon recessing at 10:40 a.m.3

--- Upon resuming at 11:00 a.m.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Ladies and5

gentlemen, we will begin again.6

I just want to make clear that two7

of the oral presentations have been changed to8

written presentations.9

That is 00-H29.3.  That is the10

presentation by Energy Probe.11

The other one is 00-H29.19, which12

is a presentation from the Campaign For Nuclear13

Phaseout.14

So they will be switched to be15

written presentations.16

So the first oral presentation17

today is by Durham Nuclear Awareness.18

Welcome again to the Commission,19

Ms Kock.20

That is 00-H29.5 and 00-H29.5A21

00-H29.5/00-H29.5A22

PRESENTATION23

MS KOCK:  Good morning.24

Dr. Bishop, Commissioners, staff and participants.25
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Thank you for the opportunity to1

address this meeting.2

My name is Irene Kock and I am3

here representing Durham Nuclear Awareness, a4

citizen's environment group founded in 1986 after5

the Chernobyl accident.6

I would like to begin with our7

most recent submission dated December 6.8

I will just preface this by saying9

that OPG has just indicated that their poll10

shouldn't be used to determine numbers within the11

population.  However, it is a professional poll,12

so presumably it is accurate and I will just13

proceed with my submission with that preamble.14

On the public attitudes question,15

the table that is on the overhead -- almost16

readable.  This is in that final submission on17

page 5.  It reviews the evidence from the OPG18

Public Attitudes poll regarding the likelihood19

that area families will move away if Pickering A20

is restarted due to their concerns about hazards.21

The table includes estimates for22

the number of families that may move from all23

three overlapping sectors.24

Over 8,000 families in the25
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vicinity, which is the 10 kilometre emergency1

planning zone, indicated, in the extrapolation2

from the poll data, they would likely move away if3

Pickering A is restarted.4

Within the City of Pickering the5

number of families likely to move would be over6

3,000, including over 800 families south of the7

401 in the local area.8

Of those who are likely to move9

from the local area, about 9 per cent or10

80 families would be very likely to move if11

Pickering A is restarted.12

I was concerned that none of this13

data was discussed in the Screening Report and14

interpreted and that the Screening Report15

concluded that only a few individuals would feel16

impacted.17

This trend towards moving is a18

significant social impact, I would argue, and a19

good indicator of public concerns.20

The selective presentation of21

public attitudes polling brings into question the22

validity of the Screening Report.  What other23

significant findings weren't presented and24

discussed?25
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I am now, because of time, going1

to flip to the earlier submission, the2

November 14, and I will go to the third paragraph,3

public disclosure.4

An appropriate mechanism is needed5

to allow the surrounding communities to have easy6

access to current and relevant information about7

the nuclear station and its hazards and to have8

concerns addressed in an open and honest manner. 9

Existing public relations programs and10

consultation processes are not adequate to meet11

this goal, in our view.12

Regarding radiation exposure13

standards, the adequacy of existing radiation14

standards which are used to judge Pickering A15

safety in this process is a relevant issue which16

should be addressed in the environmental17

assessment process.  However, this subject has18

been excluded from the review, that is the19

adequacy of existing standards.  Citizens have a20

right to be fully involved in a public process21

where the risks are weighed and judgments are22

made.23

Regarding need and alternatives,24

the issues of need and cost for restarting25
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Pickering A and alternatives to restart were noted1

by OPG in its original public brochure launched2

when the restart campaign began.  I would also3

like to note that OPG provided some general4

information on this topic to one of the parties in5

this hearing, the Town of Ajax which had6

previously noted concerns, without providing this7

to the other parties at the same time.8

It is necessary that these OPG9

claims about need and cost be tested during the10

environmental assessment review process in order11

to justify the risk of restarting the oldest12

commercial nuclear station in Canada and running13

it for at least another decade.  The exclusion of14

this issue from the scope of assessment has15

prevented the necessary risk analysis of this16

proposal.17

On the safety/cost trade-offs18

requiring review, the costs associated with19

reactor upgrades are closely related to the risk20

of future accidents, in our view, since21

cost-cutting can lead to safety trade-offs.22

Two examples that point to this23

trend, this possibility, include the shutdown24

system enhancement, which is the cheapest of four25
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options considered and does not even meet the1

current standard of all other OPG reactors, as2

well as the concerns that were raised in licensing3

a few years ago on fire protection upgrades.4

Public review of these choices and5

costs for various nuclear station upgrades is6

clearly in order.7

Regarding nuclear accident8

analysis, the Nuclear Commission staff position9

that no accidents involving loss of containment10

were to be reviewed under this assessment is11

obviously not consistent with the requirements of12

the Act for the review of, and I quote:13

"...the environmental effects14

of malfunctions or accidents15

that may occur in connection16

with the project..."17

End quote -- and their18

significance.19

There is considerable uncertainty20

regarding the probability of severe nuclear21

accidents with loss of containment.  A recent22

report prepared by the Canadian Senate -- by23

Gordon Thompson, which I have a copy of here --24

alleges that the risk assessments done to date by25
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OPG are incomplete and that compared to U.S.1

practices the Pickering A Risk Assessment, known2

as PARA, underestimates the potential for severe3

nuclear accidents with large releases of4

radiation.5

The Thompson report recommends6

that the risk assessment should be redone and7

independently reviewed before a decision is made8

about Pickering A restart.9

The Screening Report incorrectly10

concludes that:11

"...the effects of nuclear12

accidents on the general13

public and non-human biota14

are judged not to be15

significant, because:  the16

predicted frequency of17

nuclear accidents is low and18

the predicted effects on the19

public are below regulatory20

levels..."21

End quote.22

It is not appropriate, in our23

view, to judge the potentially catastrophic24

outcome of severe nuclear accidents as25
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insignificant due to their small chance of1

occurring.2

In addition, the type and quantity3

of radiation that would be released as a result of4

severe nuclear accidents involving loss of5

containment has never been predicted by Ontario6

Hydro or OPG, to the best of our knowledge, so it7

is impossible to judge whether such accidents8

would exceed the 250 millisievert public dose that9

is allowed during an accident.10

It is highly irresponsible, in our11

view, for the Nuclear Commission to exclude12

consideration of severe nuclear accidents with13

loss of containment because of the catastrophic14

impacts on the environment, human health and the15

economy that such an accident would cause.16

Low probability accidents are17

actually very high risk due to the resulting18

severe consequences, as can be seen from the19

Ontario Nuclear Emergency Plan and the20

International Nuclear Events Scale that was21

discussed yesterday.22

Concerns about the inappropriate23

treatment of severe nuclear accident risk in this24

assessment have not been addressed at all.25
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The Canadian Environmental1

Assessment Act does not allow the Nuclear2

Commission and OPG to pick and choose which3

accidents get reviewed.4

Failure to include the review of5

severe accidents with loss of containment in the6

scope constitutes, in our view, a violation of the7

Canadian Environmental Assessment Act requirements8

and failure to fulfil the CNSC mission, which you9

are familiar with.10

DNA has previously requested a11

panel review under the Act.  DNA believes it is a12

requirement for the Commission to proceed with a13

referral to the minister for a panel review14

because it is uncertain whether the project is15

likely to cause significant adverse effects on the16

environment and because there is widespread public17

concern about restart.18

In addition, we believe that the19

concerns we have raised, and which have yet to be20

resolved, meet the CNSC criteria for concerns21

which warrant a panel review.  DNA does not agree22

with the CNSC staff conclusion that public23

concerns have been adequately addressed and that24

public concerns that were not addressed do not25
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warrant a referral to the minister.1

We hereby reiterate our request to2

the Commission that you refer this matter to the3

Minister of Environment for an impartial panel4

review under the Canadian Environmental5

Assessment Act.6

If I have a couple of minutes left7

I will just go back to the process questions in8

the supplementary, my second paragraph.9

Several recent developments have10

arisen which affect the fairness of this public11

hearing process.  These include the failure of the12

proponent to file its submission for Hearing Day 113

on time, which is our understanding of what14

happened; uncertainty around the status of this15

topic on the October 5 agenda; last minute16

notification of possible withdrawal all together17

of the topic; and no questioning of yourselves by18

yourselves of your staff at that first meeting,19

Hearing Day 1.20

Combined with the significant21

process problems outlined in earlier submissions,22

and also described in correspondence directly to23

the Commission at early stages, we conclude the24

public involvement aspects of this EA have been25
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unacceptably flawed.1

Thank you for your attention.2

I would be happy to answer any3

questions.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.5

Just a couple of remarks6

concerning the process issues that you brought up.7

Those that you have brought up8

included the proponent being late in terms of9

getting in their written material for what they10

were going to present.  They did, however, have11

their entire presentation in and they did have12

their slides.13

You also recognize that there were14

other areas where we were not rigid in terms of15

this particular hearing.  Another example might16

be, Mrs. Kock, we generally don't have17

organizations who decide to do a presentation18

together and then let each of them do it19

separately.  We have allowed you to do that20

this time.21

So there is some ability to be22

flexible.  I think it is something that we try to23

do, but I think it is also becoming very, very24

difficult to do so and we may well be entering a25
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phase where no flexibility or very little1

flexibility will be able to be in place.2

In addition, the October 5 late3

notification was due to realization that when one4

looked at the issues that were going to be coming5

up and some of the increased discussions that were6

going to be done, that in all likelihood we would7

not be able to do any justice to this particular8

hearing.  You were, I believe, given a call out of9

courtesy to let you know that.10

So there was no confusion and11

no conspiracy, it was simply a matter of not12

having time.13

You had also brought up the point14

in one of your written submissions that you had15

wished everything could be heard here in16

Pickering.  As it turned out, that is exactly what17

is occurring.18

Finally, I think that those are19

the main issues that I wanted to bring up in terms20

of process.  I will have some questions later on.21

Ms Keen.22

MEMBER KEEN:  My question is with23

specific regard to the comment in the summary24

"Public Disclosure Mechanism Needed".25
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Your comment is quite general in1

terms of an appropriate mechanism is needed.2

Could you give us some more3

details about what would you view as an4

appropriate mechanism?5

MS KOCK:  Yes.  Thank you6

for that.7

In our experience, as our more8

detailed submissions outline, we have been9

involved with some of the other local groups in10

earlier processes and I think perhaps the one that11

worked the best initially was the liaison12

committee chaired by the City of Pickering. 13

Initially it seemed to have a strong mandate to14

bring forward information and include at the AECB15

staff presentations in conjunction with utility16

presentations.  So there was a full range of17

information coming before this committee.18

More recently, following the work19

of the environmental working group that was set up20

in 1998 and the problems that arose from that, I21

think the level of trust has deteriorated a lot22

and I'm not sure what would constitute acceptable23

consultation from the utility at this point.  It24

would be hard for us to define how that would work25
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because the trust has eroded so much.1

MEMBER KEEN:  If I can, just to2

follow up on that, I guess the way that I am3

reading this is that:4

"...to have easy access to5

current and relevant6

information about the nuclear7

station and its hazards..."8

So there is almost two parts to9

your comment, one is the access to the information10

and then to have concerns addressed.11

Are there any mechanisms that you12

would recommend that would provide -- I'm thinking13

in terms of the availability to look at reports. 14

Is there anything specific that you can identify15

that you would recommend that OPG does in terms of16

the availability of the information, be it Web17

sites or whatever, that would be helpful for18

me here?19

MS KOCK:  Yes.  There is a very20

specific thing that we feel should be done and21

that is to subject Ontario Power Generation to the22

Freedom of Information Act provincially.  They23

have been exempted since --24

--- Technical difficulties25
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MEMBER KEEN:  Thank you.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.2

Any other questions?3

MEMBER GIROUX:  Yes.  Thank you.4

You mention in your written brief5

the question of radiation standards and you are6

talking about double standards, inferring that7

standards are more exacting or more demanding in8

other industries than nuclear.9

Could you be more specific on that10

and give me examples?11

And I will ask staff to react to12

that after that.13

MS KOCK:  The specific area that14

we are referring to is in the -- I think a good15

example is the case of the tritium standard for16

drinking water.17

In the early 1990s there was a18

review by a provincial committee called ACES,19

Advisory Committee on Environmental Standards. 20

They determined that their advice to the province21

would be that the tritium standard for drinking22

water be set at about 20 becquerels per litre. 23

After five years of time was given to the industry24

to adjust to that new standard.25
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The province did not adopt that1

standard.  They instead referred that advice to2

the federal government who set up a joint3

committee involving AECB staff at the time and4

Health Canada.  That committee joint working5

group -- six I believe -- developed a report which6

your board received, perhaps -- (off microphone).7

That is really where the double8

standard is highlighted, the difference between9

how radioactive emissions and pollution are10

regulated compared to other hazardous material.11

The ACES Report really pinpointed12

how much of a difference that is in terms of how13

the standards are set in the two sectors, and that14

is what I'm referring to.15

From our reading of the joint16

working group report, the double standard didn't17

really get resolved because the committee members18

couldn't agree on an acceptable risk that would19

apply right across the board in terms of20

harmonization.  Instead, they reviewed the21

methodology for standard setting in both sectors22

and adopted the status quo as being adequate at23

this time.24

MEMBER GIROUX:  If I may follow up25
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on that.  You gave me an example in the radiation1

field with tritium, and yet you refer to other2

hazardous materials.  I understood that you were3

talking of things outside the radiation4

possibilities.5

MS KOCK:  Yes, other hazardous6

chemicals generally where standard setting is done7

differently.8

MEMBER GIROUX:  But being more9

demanding.  That is the example you are making10

for --11

MS KOCK:  I unfortunately can't12

think of a chemical standard at the moment off the13

top of my head, but I know that in the ACES report14

that was submitted to the province in 1994, that15

they highlighted the difference in methodology16

very clearly in that report.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I wonder if I18

could just do a supplement on that.19

Mrs. Kock, one of the things that20

is different about standards of -- if you are21

talking about emissions -- between radiation and22

the chemical industry, and this came out in the23

report, that makes it very difficult to attempt to24

compare or put in the same standard.  I think you25
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can question who has the most rigid standard.1

Chemicals tend to be regulated as2

individual substances, not as an accumulated dose3

requirement.  Radiation standards are based on all4

sources of radiation, and that in itself is a very5

significant difference.6

One can understand why the7

chemical industry does it for each individual, but8

doesn't do it for a cumulative aspect, because9

they are all so different in addition to some of10

them being the same.  So it is not very easy to11

take those two different approaches, because the12

radiation one, rightly so, in my opinion at least,13

doesn't separate out each type of radiation but14

looks at total exposure.15

Do you want to make any comment16

on that?17

MS KOCK:  No, I will leave it18

at that.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Pardon me?20

MS KOCK:  I will leave it at that.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay. 22

Thank you.23

MEMBER GIROUX:  The second24

question -- I think I won't need staff input on25
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that, unless you have something to add.1

Yes?2

MR. WADDINGTON:  We could3

certainly make a comment on the ACES proposals for4

20 becquerels per litre.5

And I think Dr. Bishop has already6

answered the second half of the question that we7

were prepared to answer on the comparison of8

chemical versus radiation standards, but we can9

certainly add to that, if you wish.10

MEMBER GIROUX:  I have enough11

information as it is on that question.12

The second issue I wanted to raise13

is the reference to the Senate report that Ms Kock14

has indicated.15

I have no recollection of having16

seen that report.  I don't think it has found its17

way into the Commission member documents.18

Is staff aware of that report and19

could you indicate to us what that report --20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Could I just21

make a clarification.22

That is not a Senate report.  That23

is a report by an individual to the Senate24

Committee who is sitting now in terms of the25
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nuclear safety, but it is not a Senate report.1

This is the one for risk2

assessment?3

MEMBER GIROUX:  Yes.4

MR. WADDINGTON:  This is a report5

by Dr. Gordon Thompson which was requested by the6

Senate of Canada.  As Dr. Bishop has pointed out,7

it is not part of the submission, but we have read8

that report.  Mr. Blyth may have some comments9

on it.10

MR. BLYTH:  Thank you very much.11

Yes, we have reviewed the report. 12

We reviewed it following its presentation to the13

Senate Committee.14

Mr. Thompson raises a number of15

issues that we had already identified with respect16

to PARA, uncertainties, weaknesses in PARA and17

things like that.18

He also levels some criticisms19

with respect to ex-plant releases such that we20

don't believe are valid.  We believe his review is21

heavily influenced by experience with light water22

reactors and doesn't recognize differences in the23

design evolution of accidents and things like that24

as they apply to CANDU reactors.25
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So we have reviewed it, but it1

doesn't really change our opinion with respect to2

the environmental assessment or the use of PARA in3

the environmental assessment.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Any other5

questions?6

Dr. Barnes?7

MEMBER BARNES:  Yes.8

If I could just take your comment,9

if I may, on a point raised by OPG.10

I quote from page 5 of that11

document.  I will read it.  There is no need to12

look it up.13

"In 1999 the Community14

Working Group that had been15

established as part of the16

environmental review was17

requested to continue as a18

Community Advisory Council,19

the CAC..."  (As read)20

And they go on to list the various21

representatives on there.22

So as a concerned citizens group I23

wondered if you had any comment on two things.24

One, whether you think that25
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Community Advisory Council is fairly1

representative of the region.2

And, secondly, whether DNA, your3

own organization, has had -- what kind of4

interaction you have had with CAC?5

MS KOCK:  First of all, I think6

that the Community Advisory Council, I think they7

have made an effort to get geographic8

representation from the community.9

I'm not sure they have adequate10

representation of concerned groups, and in11

particular my group, DNA, and the three groups12

that we have worked jointly with recently on this,13

PACT, Pickering East Shore Community Association14

and Liverpool West Community Association, had15

concerns at the CAC about the Terms of Reference16

and the way they were developing.17

As OPG has indicated, they left18

the door open for us to join and jointly the four19

groups withdrew because we didn't see any progress20

in terms of how the Terms of Reference were21

evolving.22

Specific concerns included a23

potential need to keep certain information24

confidential.  We felt that as community groups we25
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couldn't do that in any conscience.1

Also, there was, as I mentioned2

earlier, significant frustration around how the3

160 issues had been characterized and reiterated4

in different forms as that information flowed from5

the environmental working group into other forums. 6

Documents were rewritten.7

My own group, we had put in an8

issue that consistently fell off the page, even9

though we formally wrote in and requested for it10

to be reinserted into the documentation and to --11

it's still not there.  That is the issue of the12

need to restart Pickering A and alternatives.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Would OPG like14

to make any remarks about the last question?15

MR. STRICKERT:  I would like to16

make some remarks.  Bob Strickert.17

With respect to keeping18

information confidential, when we were developing19

Terms of Reference we recognized we were going20

into a different framework as a company with21

respect to dealing with commercially sensitive22

issues.23

What we wanted to do with the24

Terms of Reference with the Community Advisory25
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Council is, we said if we disclosed commercially1

sensitive information that would be associated2

with competitive environment we would want them to3

keep it confidential, but what we were prepared to4

do was disclose it to them.  We would identify it5

upfront that this was commercially sensitive.  If6

they did not want to participate in that, that was7

fine.  But we recognized that there would be8

information that might come forward that would be9

of that nature.10

The other item we asked them to11

stay confidential on was that if we -- what we12

would like to do is if we are going to put out a13

press release, for example, on some issue and we14

have a CAC meeting, we try to provide the CAC with15

that information.  What we ask them to do is, if16

we were going to put something out on a Thursday17

and we met on a Tuesday night, was to keep it18

confidential until Thursday.19

Those are the confidentiality20

issues we dealt with.21

In terms of Terms of Reference, we22

did move on.  There was progress on the Terms of23

Reference but there were a couple of sticky24

points, and so what we said is "We will move on. 25
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We will develop them later."  And that has1

subsequently been done, as I commented on2

yesterday.3

The issues of needs and4

alternatives is one of the issues of commercial5

sensitivity, but we did, last fall at the CAC,6

have a presentation on the whole market framework7

and how it would work to our CAC members as part8

of that information and we provided information9

from the Independent Market Operator to the Town10

of Ajax about information that is readily11

available on alternative needs and how the market12

would open up down the road and where Pickering A13

would fit into that.14

So those are my comments.15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.16

Are there any other questions?17

Ms Keen?18

MEMBER KEEN:  If I could just ask19

Ontario Power Generation some supplementaries on20

that line.21

First of all, would it be feasible22

for us to have a look at the Terms of Reference,23

to see a copy before we leave here today?24

MR. STRICKERT:  Yes.  Right now?25
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MEMBER KEEN:  Yes, okay.  Well,1

supply it to the secretary.2

MR. STRICKERT:  Yes, we could.3

MEMBER KEEN:  The second question4

I would have was with regards to the issue of5

developing agendas, I suppose, for the council.6

Can you give me some sense of how7

that is done?  I think we heard yesterday that8

there is input from the members of the council. 9

But how often does the council meet and how are10

the agendas developed?11

MR. STRICKERT:  The council meets12

once a month typically, although they have met13

more frequently at certain times to develop, for14

example, a response to the draft EA.  But15

typically once a month.16

The agenda is set -- we have a17

facilitator that works with the CAC and the agenda18

is set by the members of the Community Advisory19

Council, some of whom are OPG staff.20

Pat O'Brien runs it, so there is21

an opportunity for OPG to put items on, but22

generally it is the consensus group that decides23

the agenda.24

MEMBER KEEN:  Are the minutes of25
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those meetings available?1

Secondly, would the report that2

was supplied to the City of Pickering that was3

discussed on alternatives, would those be made4

available to the council members broadly?5

So there are two questions:  the6

minutes of the council meetings and also the7

report on the alternatives.8

MR. STRICKERT:  The minutes of the9

CAC are public, so they could be provided.  If you10

would like copies of them we can provide them. 11

They are sent to the members.12

The second part of your13

question was?14

MEMBER KEEN:  With regards to the15

report that Ms Kock mentioned about they had been16

supplied to the City of Pickering on alternatives. 17

Would that be more broadly available?18

MR. STRICKERT:  Yes.  The19

information that was given to the Town of Ajax was20

also given to the City of Pickering and was21

presented at the CAC, given to them, and there was22

a presentation associated with them at the CAC at23

the last meeting.24

MEMBER KEEN:  I guess my point is25
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the issue that is a broad issue of a mechanism1

whereby citizens of the area have the information2

available.3

It's not so much that I am4

interested in it, I am just wondering about the5

way that Ontario Power Generation normally puts6

minutes on Web sites or whatever.  Is there a7

sense of a transparency of the council preparation8

and minutes and other materials?  Is there a9

proactive move to ensure this?10

MR. STRICKERT:  I'm going to ask11

Pat O'Brien, who is our Public Affairs Manager, to12

address that.  He is the manager responsible for13

the administration of the CAC and so he can14

address that specific issue of how we handle15

minutes.16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.17

MR. O'BRIEN:  Thank you very much.18

With respect to the minutes of the19

CAC and our disclosure of information, with20

respect to the disclosure, we have a disclosure21

policy that we have issued both to the PLC and CAC22

members that very clearly states what we do, how23

we do it and our commitment continuing to do it.24

For the minutes of the CAC, they25
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are public.  We are in the process of putting them1

on our Web site, to make all past minutes2

available, and in conjunction with the CAC members3

we set the agenda for the following meeting one4

month ahead, so that gives them an opportunity5

for input.6

We also, as a matter of policy and7

conviction, make all our studies public and we8

have galleries in both the Pickering Public9

Library and Ajax Public Library where we put our10

studies so that they are available to the11

community.12

During the environmental13

assessment we have broadened that to include the14

Scarborough libraries as well to ensure that they15

are available to as wide a population group as16

possible.17

MEMBER KEEN:  One final question,18

if I can.19

Are the meetings of the council --20

you have a membership for the council.  Are other21

people allowed to come in and observe those22

council meetings?23

 MR. O'BRIEN:  Absolutely.  I24

guess the fundamental conviction that we have is25
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that we want to communicate as broadly to the1

community as possible.  The Community Advisory2

Council has always been open to the public.3

The news media regularly attend,4

in fact I think have pretty well 100 per cent5

attendance at all the Community Advisory Council6

meetings and report regularly on them in the local7

newspapers.  So they are very public and we will8

be looking to broaden the awareness of these9

meetings in the community in future.10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.11

MR. O'BRIEN:  Thank you.12

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any13

other questions or comments?14

Thank you very much, Ms Kock.15

We then move to 00-H29.11, which16

is an oral presentation by Jennifer Dempsey.17

First of all, Ms Dempsey, let me18

thank you for agreeing late last night to agree to19

do your presentation today instead.  We20

appreciated that.21

00-H29-1122

PRESENTATION23

MS DEMPSEY:  Thank you.24

I think we were all a bit tired25
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by then.1

Thank you for the opportunity of2

addressing you today.  I am addressing you today3

as a private citizen of Pickering.  I am not4

representing any group and the opinions expressed5

are my own.  I am not an expert on nuclear power6

and its issues, nor am I an expert on alternate7

energy sources.8

I have lived in Pickering for over9

seven years.  I knew there was a nuclear10

generating station very close to my home when I11

chose to live here.  Like many residents of12

Pickering, I trusted that the Pickering Nuclear13

Generation Station was well run, with all aspects14

of the station under strict control.15

Ontario Power Generation's own16

Independent Integrated Performance Assessment17

report released in August 1997 shattered this18

trust.  The station was deteriorating badly on all19

levels, not just physically, despite the on-site20

presence of the public's watchdog, the CNSC, or21

AECB, as it was called at that time.22

The findings described in the IIPA23

were presented to the public as the reasons for24

shutting down the four reactors on the "A" side.25
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Before the "A" side reactors are1

allowed to restart an independent panel review is2

needed to address all the problems revealed in the3

IIPA and their current status.  The "independent"4

is needed because clearly the CNSC's inaction in5

preventing the deterioration at the station needs6

to be part of the review.7

I attended many meetings of OPG's8

Community Working Group, the group that came up9

with the 160-plus issues.  I attended a few10

meetings of its disappointing replacement body,11

the Community Advisory Council.  When a number of12

organizations left the CAC, a six-page document13

was produced explaining the reasons for the14

withdrawal.15

One sentence in the document said16

it all:17

"We find we are repeating18

ourselves".19

Yes, OPG organizes consultation20

groups with the community, but I do not think the21

recommendations of the community have any effect22

on what OPG does.  They just go ahead and do23

whatever they were going to do anyway.  It appears24

that no community group or independent reviewer25
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has any advice to offer OPG that they value.1

As a ratepayer and taxpayer, I am2

concerned about how much it will really cost us to3

restart "A".  OPG has a history of fiscal4

irresponsibility in the nuclear area, as the5

taxpayers who have to pay their debts know.6

The public deserves an independent7

analysis of the costs of restarting "A", including8

an analysis of the alternatives to the restart.9

I understand that it is not part10

of the CNSC's mandate to address such issues,11

therefore I am requesting that you please refer12

these restart issues to a body that can.13

That results of OPG's own14

survey -- the results are in Volume 3 of the15

Screening-Level EA documentation -- indicated that16

11 per cent of "Pickering" respondents rated the17

"Nuclear station - general" as a "most important18

issue facing the community".19

Surveys can be contentious, but20

taking this one literally means that almost 10,00021

people consider the nuclear station the most22

important issue facing the community.  Clearly23

this is not an insignificant number of people.24

I think I am not alone in25
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supporting an independent environmental assessment1

for restart of the "A" side.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.3

Are there any questions from4

Commission members?5

Dr. Barnes?6

MEMBER BARNES:  Your third7

paragraph leads me to ask another question of OPG8

regarding the CAC, because you have indicated that9

you find this a disappointing new council.10

Just to OPG:  Could you remind me11

who the Chair of this council is and what their12

position is?13

MR. STRICKERT:  I will ask Pat14

O'Brien to answer your questions in the area.15

MR. O'BRIEN:  We don't have a16

formal Chair of the Community Advisory Council. 17

That decision was made in consultation with the18

members.  It was decided that rather than have a19

Chair who would be taken out of the loop of20

discussion, if you will, it would be better to21

have the professional facilitator that was hired22

act in that role.  So that is the way it is23

worked.24

As I say, that enabled all the25
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members representing the different groups to1

participate freely in the discussion without2

having to hold back in the position of Chairman.3

MR. BARNES:  Could you remind me4

who that facilitator is?5

MR. O'BRIEN:  The facilitator is a6

Mr. Charlie Eyles of PDA Consultants.  It is an7

international firm of consulting facilitators that8

had done work previously with us in setting up9

what was called an Environmental Advisory10

Committee to our CNO.  They also have done11

extensive work in England and in United States in12

developing similar-type organizations.13

MEMBER BARNES:  This is possibly14

out of line, but I belong to a number of councils15

which in turn have advisory bodies and I think a16

more normally accepted practice is to have a Chair17

who is independent and that Chair might then be18

offered the courtesy of having a place, for19

example on some management or executive committee20

to feel that they have a direct -- of OPG so that21

they feel they have a direct pipeline of gathering22

up the consensus as opposed to just the minutes.23

I suspect having a council that24

doesn't have a Chair, that simply has a paid25
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facilitator, paid by OPG, who can transmit minutes1

might suggest to me that the effect of having a2

truly arms' length independent council from a3

regional is perhaps not bringing the full force of4

their advice at the right levels in OPG.5

Mr. Strickert might wish to6

comment on it.7

MR. STRICKERT:  If I understand,8

your recommendation it is to go back and review9

the issue of Chair and whether we should have an10

independent Chair.11

We can go back and discuss that12

with the CAC.  I don't think that is a concern.13

The CAC, we proposed various14

alternatives for Chair and they decided they15

wanted to run that way.16

With respect to more senior levels17

of what goes on, I participated in many of the18

meetings of the CAC, and Brian McTavish who is19

here at the site at Pickering, attends many of the20

meetings of the CAC.  So we try to have senior21

level involvement there as well, certainly if they22

want to discuss any issues with them.23

We review the minutes as well, but24

the intent is to be more participatory, because25
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the advisory council is to the site VP.  So this1

is something that has taken a lot of my personal2

attention in the first year it was set up and we3

are very committed to it and it has had a lot of4

impact on us.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Any other6

comments?7

MEMBER BARNES:  I think the point8

in that sort of feature is that you, as an9

individual, as the responsible manager for10

Pickering, obviously will attend on occasion, but11

in terms of a structure -- and then you are there12

as an individual.13

But normally if you gather this14

many people together as an advisory council that15

meets every month with a serious agenda, for that16

to be effective in the long run, it has been my17

experience that for people to participate on a18

voluntary basis and also feel that they are19

representative of the groups which you identified,20

they should feel that their recommendations, their21

voice has an opportunity to be heard at senior22

levels within the company.  That is not just you23

appearing from time to time as a concerned24

manager, but maybe they have a role to play in25
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some of your decision-making within the1

decision-making structure and they have an2

opportunity to appear on a regular basis in your3

committees through the Chair of that committee.4

That's just an observation.5

MR. STRICKERT:  Thank you for6

the input.7

We will go back and consider that8

and look at what we can do to improve it.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.10

Mr. Graham?11

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Yes.  My questions12

were along the same line, or my suggestion was13

going to be along the same line as that of14

Dr. Barnes.15

I believe there is an overriding16

message here and there is a feeling out there that17

has been demonstrated today and demonstrated in18

some of the presentations that we have had.  I19

guess that message is that if you are going to the20

effort and if you are sincere, which I would just21

sincerely hope you are, then you must more than22

just do what you are doing but you are going to23

have to take that next step.24

I would hope that the suggestions25
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that have been made by Dr. Barnes would be taken1

seriously to the fact that maybe the process has2

not been seen to be working as well as it should3

be and perhaps it should be looked at in a4

broader view.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I guess with6

the recognition that you have to look at all of7

your members, not just the ones that were before8

us today.9

I just want to make sure that in10

that direction to you that we are remembering11

there are many other members of that group.12

MR. O'BRIEN:  Thank you very much,13

Dr. Bishop.14

In that regard, and it is15

important to remember that we do have 15 members16

of the Community Advisory Council, that the17

membership is comprised of representation from the18

City of Pickering, the Town of Ajax, two other19

community ratepayer associations and individuals20

representing different disciplines and interests.21

With respect to some of the items22

that we have acted on as a corporation specific to23

the requests of the CAC members, it includes the24

groundwater monitoring study that was identified25
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in the working group that was undertaken by OPG1

and felt to be particularly significant and2

beneficial and recognized by the group.3

In response to the recommendation4

from the Durham Nuclear Health Committee, which5

has sat on the committee, we made changes to the6

exhibits -- some of the exhibits at the7

Information Centre.8

We undertook the notification9

protocol for non-significant event reporting that10

we signed an agreement with the City of Pickering,11

the Town of Ajax and the Durham Emergency Measures12

Association.13

These are some of the things that14

we did take directly from recommendations from the15

representative groups that were deemed to be very16

positive when we went back to these groups to ask: 17

Do you see a benefit in the CAC?18

In addition to that, informing the19

CAC, we sat down with both the Mayor of Pickering20

and some of his Council and the Mayor of Ajax and21

asked, as we evolved from the Community Working22

Group:  Is this a better way?  They said yes and23

made suggestions on involvement.24

At the last meeting in December of25
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the Pickering Liaison Committee, the Mayor of1

Pickering said that in light of the widespread2

work of the CAC the acceptance of the CAC in the3

community and the other initiatives that we have4

undertaken he doesn't see the need to continue5

with the Pickering Liaison Committee because the6

work of the CAC is satisfying that need.7

So we have made some evolvement in8

the CAC.  We will be doing more.  It has been a9

year under our belt.  We will be making10

improvements.  The purpose is to recognize all11

interest groups in the community.12

We had a withdrawal from the13

group, from three, and we have always left the14

door open that should they wish to come back we15

would be looking at that too.16

They made a very valuable17

contribution in the initial stages of the working18

group.  They withdrew because they wanted to focus19

their attention on the environmental assessment. 20

As we passed this milestone there will be a number21

of other initiatives and we will be looking for22

their input as well.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.24

Are there any other questions?25
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Thank you, Ms Dempsey.1

We then move to the presentation2

00-H29.15.  That is a presentation by the Green3

Party of Canada.4

I believe the presenter is Chris5

Pennington.6

00-H29.157

PRESENTATION8

MR. PENNINGTON:  Can you hear me? 9

Yes?10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.11

MR. PENNINGTON:  All right.12

First, I would like to thank the13

Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission for giving me14

the opportunity to present this submission.15

My name is Chris Pennington.  I am16

here as a representative of the Green Party of17

Canada and the Green Party of Ontario.18

I have twice represented the19

parties as a candidate in Pickering-Ajax-Uxbridge20

in the past two years.  I don't know if you follow21

our local politics, but I lost both times.22

I am here, though, most23

importantly, as a resident of Pickering.24

I would like to keep this25
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submission brief.  I am here to urge you, the1

Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission, to acknowledge2

the failings of the already completed3

Screening-Level Environmental Assessment and to4

call for a full independent panel review of the5

Pickering A restart proposal.6

I will not be going into great7

depth to explain all of the numerous deficiencies8

of the Screening because I believe these9

deficiencies will be thoroughly discussed by10

stakeholders in the process such as Durham Nuclear11

Awareness, Pickering-Ajax Citizens Together for12

the Environment, and the Peer Review Team of13

Scientists that was commissioned by the City of14

Pickering.15

Also, quite frankly, there is no16

way that I would be able to get through such a17

long list of problems in the space of 10 minutes.18

I would like instead to spend my19

time focusing on one of the most serious omissions20

of the Screening-Level Assessment, which is the21

consideration of the long history of safety and22

performance problems at the Pickering A station.23

When we are talking about whether24

a Pickering A restart would or would not be an25
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accident waiting to happen, should we not1

acknowledge that the station is an accident that2

has already happened, over and over again over3

three decades?4

The record clearly shows that in5

the past our community has been subjected to6

serious loss of coolant accidents, heavy water7

spills, the dumping of toxic metals in Lake8

Ontario, and the routine contamination of our9

drinking water with radioactive tritium.10

It would seem that the company11

responsible for all these threats to our health12

and safety, Ontario Power Generation, should at13

least acknowledge that we have been put at risk in14

the past before pushing ahead with a proposal to15

restart the Pickering A reactors.16

And yet, Ontario Power Generation17

has chosen to ignore the historical evidence and18

instead has launched a massive pro-restart19

information campaign, complete with colourful20

brochures, newsletters, public meetings and even21

friendly neighbourhood barbecues.22

This campaign has plainly tried to23

prejudice the outcome of your eventual decision by24

misleading Pickering residents into believing that25
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the Pickering A reactors have been operating, and1

I quote, "safely and efficiently" when in fact2

there is a mass of evidence, which I have just3

referred to, that suggests the opposite.4

I mention this information5

campaign because it is symptomatic of a serious6

problem with Ontario Power Generation.  This is a7

company that has tried to portray itself as a8

"good neighbour," while consistently -- and9

sometimes deliberately -- putting our health and10

safety at risk through the contamination of our11

local environment with toxic and carcinogenic12

substances.13

Three decades of this14

irresponsible behaviour strongly suggests that15

Ontario Power Generation must be closely regulated16

and the restart proposal must be subjected to the17

scrutiny of an independent panel review.18

Now, please understand I do not19

make a statement like that lightly.  I am making20

that statement based on a large body of evidence21

that we have seen our health put at risk in the22

past, first by Ontario Hydro and, secondly, by23

Ontario Power Generation.24

Let me point out a few -- and I25
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stress a few -- of the significant accidents that1

have occurred at the Pickering A station over the2

years.3

For example, a 1983 loss of4

coolant accident at Pickering reactor No. 2 forced5

a station-wide shutdown and cost more to fix than6

the original cost of building the station.7

A 1988 power excursion at8

Pickering reactor No. 1 damaged 36 uranium fuel9

bundles, contaminating the cooling system with10

radioactive iodine that was vented into the11

outside environment over a period of several12

weeks.  Ontario Hydro had previously assured13

Pickering residents that this was an accident that14

could never happen.15

A 1992 heavy water leak from16

Pickering reactor No. 1 released 2,300 trillion17

becquerels of radioactive tritium into Lake18

Ontario and caused increased levels of tritium in19

drinking water from Whitby to Burlington.20

A 1994 loss of coolant accident at21

Pickering reactor No. 2 required the use of the22

Emergency Core Cooling System to prevent a23

catastrophic nuclear meltdown.24

A 1996 heavy water leak from25
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Pickering reactor No. 4 spilled 50 trillion1

becquerels of tritium into Lake Ontario, causing2

tritium levels in local drinking water to spike at3

100 times above the normal level.4

Then, in 1997 there were two5

events that raised very serious questions, not6

only about our safety as Pickering residents but7

about the credibility and commitment to our8

community of Ontario Hydro/Ontario Power9

Generation.10

The first of these two events was11

a May 17, 1997 media discovery that Ontario Hydro12

had intentionally -- and secretly -- dumped more13

than 1,000 tonnes of toxic metals such as copper14

and zinc directly into Lake Ontario.15

Just two months later, on July 30,16

1997, Ontario Hydro admitted to the public that17

the Pickering station had been contaminating the18

nearby groundwater with radioactive tritium for19

the past 20 years.20

While I could go on to discuss21

many more examples, these two 1997 events will be22

sufficient to make my point.23

They are important to remember now24

as you consider whether or not to approve the25
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Pickering A restart because they reflect the1

willingness of officials at the Pickering nuclear2

station to deliberately and secretly contaminate3

our environment with known cancer-causing toxins.4

Now, I have mentioned in the5

submission some statistics about the level of6

tritium that has been found in the groundwater. 7

The highest level that I had been aware of8

previously was 2.15 million becquerels per litre,9

but we have heard earlier today from Ontario Power10

Generation that that level has actually been as11

high as 240 million becquerels per litre.12

I would point out that the13

provincial advisory committee of 1994 recommended14

that the safe level -- the supposed safe level for15

tritium in the drinking water was 20 becquerels16

per litre.17

These are not mere statistics. 18

These are reports confirming that a cancer-causing19

substance, tritium, has been emitted into our20

drinking water for literally decades.  Considering21

the staggering degree of contamination, along with22

the periodic instances of accidental spills and23

the intentional dumping of toxic metals, it would24

be both naive and irresponsible of Ontario25
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Hydro/Ontario Power Generation to assume that the1

operation of the Pickering nuclear station has not2

had any long-term health effects on Pickering3

residents.4

And yet, when a 1991 health study5

demonstrated a 40 per cent higher incidence of6

childhood leukaemia mortality in Pickering, as7

compared to the provincial average, Ontario Hydro8

dismissed the findings as "statistically9

insignificant".10

One study does not conclusively11

prove that the nuclear station has caused harm, of12

course, but such alarming results should certainly13

have been the subject of follow-up studies at the14

very least.15

How much time do I have left, if16

you don't mind my asking?17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Pardon me?18

MR. PENNINGTON:  How much time do19

I have left?20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  You have21

three-and-a-half minutes.22

MR. PENNINGTON:  Okay.  Thank you23

very much.24

In my view, this record of25
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irresponsibility, insensitivity and secrecy on the1

part of Ontario Power Generation must be2

considered when making a decision whether or not3

to restart the Pickering A reactors.4

This company contaminated our5

environment for 20 years and did not tell anyone6

about it.  Now the same company has, unbelievably,7

been exempted from the Freedom of Information Act8

by the provincial government.9

Let us not forget that Ontario10

power Generation, for all its talk about being11

interested in having a full and fair assessment12

done, fought tooth and nail against having any13

kind of environmental assessment performed on the14

Pickering A restart proposal.15

To this day, OPG has continued to16

prejudice the outcome of this restart decision by17

authorizing millions of dollars of restart18

expenses -- without even waiting for the Screening19

to be completed, and through its massive20

information campaign that has attempted to21

convince residents the Pickering A restart is22

safe -- while an environmental assessment to23

determine that very thing was still under way.24

I would like to close by noting25
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that in the 1997 municipal election in Pickering,1

residents voted 87 per cent in favour of a full2

environmental assessment of the Pickering nuclear3

station.4

In 1999, Ontario Power Generation5

conducted a public opinion survey in Pickering6

that gauged the sentiments of residents toward the7

station and the restart and -- I might update my8

submission -- refused to release the results until9

they were buried in the back of Addendum 3 of the10

final draft EA report.11

However, we in the Green party12

undertook to discover for ourselves what Pickering13

residents thought about the Pickering A restart14

proposal and conducted our own survey of Pickering15

residents through Green Research, a non-profit16

environmental research organization.17

This survey, which we did release18

to the public, simply confirmed what we had19

already surmised from talking informally with20

Pickering residents.  No less than 88 per cent of21

those surveyed were in favour of a permanent22

shutdown of the four "A" reactors if alternative23

sources of energy were available.24

We are still waiting for the full25
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environmental assessment today.  It is within your1

authority to refer the Pickering A restart2

proposal to an independent panel review and I3

strongly urge that you do so in the best interest4

of Pickering residents.5

History has taught us that Ontario6

Power Generation has been anything but a friendly7

neighbour.  It has also taught us that the8

Pickering A reactors are not simply an accident9

waiting to happen, they are an accident that10

already happened, over and over again.11

Please, let us learn from this12

history lesson.  Let us acknowledge that the13

Screening-Level assessment has been insufficient,14

that Pickering residents are strongly united in15

calling for a full assessment and that we cannot16

simply trust the word of Ontario Power Generation17

that everything is all right and that the18

Pickering A restart will be safe.19

Please call for an independent20

panel review now.21

I will conclude there, but I would22

like to point out in the time that I have left23

that I understand that many of the comments that I24

have made in this submission are beyond the scope25
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of the assessment that has been done and so you1

may feel that you can't ask questions about that. 2

But that is exactly my point, that these are the3

kinds of questions that can only be discussed by4

an independent panel review and that is why I5

think it is so essential that we do make the step6

up to that process.7

Thank you very much.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.9

Perhaps I could start in terms of10

your statement about the 1991 health study11

demonstrating a 40 per cent increase in mortality12

of children with leukaemia.13

Which study was that?  Do you14

know?  There were two done in 1991.15

MR. PENNINGTON:  I don't know16

which of the two that it was.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Do you know18

whether the 40 per cent was significant?19

MR. PENNINGTON:  Well, I think20

that 40 per cent of an increase in childhood21

leukaemia mortality is significant, whether it22

was deemed that way by Ontario Hydro at the time23

or not.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I think what I'm25
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trying to say is using percentages does not always1

indicate just how significant it is.2

Let me use an extreme example,3

just as a demonstration.4

Let's say you should have one5

case of brown ear disease a year and it turns up6

you have two.  That is a 50 per cent increase, but7

not really significant.  I'm just trying to8

illustrate that.9

The reason I'm asking you which10

study, there was a study that was done by, I11

believe the Ontario Cancer Research and Treatment12

Foundation, which did show an increase in13

mortality amongst children.  It was marginally14

insignificant.  In other words, worrisome.  Okay?15

But there were follow-up studies16

that were done and the authors of that study did17

not -- while looking at it in terms of maybe this18

is something that should be followed up over time19

also indicated that it could be by chance alone.20

Now, what I would like to ask21

either our staff or anyone who prepared part of22

the health document for OPG to tell me -- because23

there is a statement here in Appendix F -- that in24

that same study that was done that one of the25
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issues was that there was an increase risk of1

the same sort of level before the nuclear2

station started.3

Can someone clear that up for me?4

This is why I'm bringing this out,5

and then we will talk about the further studies6

that have been done.7

Because I think this very issue8

that there is a 40 per cent increase in death in9

Pickering, it is a pretty scary thing.10

MR. PENNINGTON:  It is indeed.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  And what we need12

to do is to put it in perspective and try to see13

what it really means.14

MR. PENNINGTON:  Well, before the15

question is answered by anybody who would like to16

take it up, Doctor, if I could just point out, one17

of the reasons I wanted to bring up the statistic18

is that these are the kind of statistics that have19

not exactly been highlighted in the information20

campaign in support of the restart that Ontario21

Power Generation has been showering residents with22

over the past two years.23

When we start talking about public24

concern and how many people are concerned and what25
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their concerns are, I think it is important to1

take into account that thousands and thousands of2

Pickering residents who don't have any particular3

interest in the nuclear plant, except that they4

want to make sure that it is safe, have been5

receiving this information that doesn't highlight6

this kind of study or statistic and which7

generally is very reassuring that the plants8

operate safely, efficiently, they are great; the9

reason why the plant shut down in the first place10

was simply because they wanted to improve --11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  But what I'm12

trying to get at is the 40 per cent may not be --13

may not be as alarming as you are stating --14

MR. PENNINGTON:  Well, I would be15

happy --16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  -- in terms17

of it being caused -- the study has been perfectly18

open.  Nobody -- I don't know how well-known19

it is.20

But was it significant or not? 21

This is what I want to have answered.22

I particularly want to have23

answered the statement:24

"...except that the25
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apparently high risk also1

existed before startup of the2

station."  (As read)3

MR. WADDINGTON:  Thank you,4

Dr. Bishop.5

We are just --6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  You are trying7

to find that?8

MR. WADDINGTON:  Yes, if you9

could just --10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That is11

Appendix F, section 2, page F5, top of the --12

page 5, first, right at the top.  It starts on F4,13

at the bottom.14

"In the case of Pickering,15

mortality from childhood16

leukaemia was just marginally17

non-significant and might18

therefore be cause of19

concern, except that the20

apparently high risk also21

existed before startup of the22

station."  (As read)23

MR. WADDINGTON:  Dr. Measures.24

DR. MEASURES:  Yes, thank you.25
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I'm sorry, you read it better than1

I did.  It took me a minute to find it.2

Yes, that confirms our earlier3

study, but that is not the only study, as you have4

pointed out, that has been done.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Exactly.6

DR. MEASURES:  We did the studies7

on leukaemia of residents around the nuclear8

facilities many years ago.  There was some9

controversy over the data with respect to10

Pickering because some of the -- somebody11

reported:  Well, if you combine the data from12

Pickering with the data from Bruce and you do a13

one-tail test instead of a two-tail test you could14

come up with some significance.15

So those were the kinds of numbers16

we were dealing with.17

Further to that, we did the study18

on the children -- or incidence of leukaemia in19

children whose parents worked at the nuclear power20

plant.  That was following the study in Britain21

that indicated that there might be a problem22

there.  We found that there was not.23

As you are aware, we are also24

in the process of setting up a surveillance25
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system where we will set up kind of an ongoing1

program with cancer care to look at this on a2

routine basis.3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.4

DR. MEASURES:  But so far we have5

found nothing.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.7

There was also the study of the8

Durham Regional Health Department which also9

didn't find -- that was in 1996.10

Can I get an answer in terms of11

whether that study in fact showed that there had12

been an increased risk prior to the station13

startup?14

MR. WADDINGTON:  Dr. Measures, can15

you answer that question?16

DR. MEASURES:  Yes, that has17

been found.18

And that is not uncommon, because19

one of the problems of comparing things with20

provincial averages, that people get very21

concerned if they are above the average.  They22

forget that means an equal number of people have23

to be below the average and so there are these24

fluctuations across.25
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We had a similar study, also with1

a tritium facility up the Ottawa River, where we2

were concerned about incidence of leukaemia in the3

children and we found that the increase happened4

before the plant actually started.  So this is not5

a new phenomenon.6

THE CHAIRPERSON:  So one does have7

to be careful in terms of unnecessary fear, but at8

the same time making sure that one is looking on a9

regular basis at this issue.10

And, of course, the other11

difficulty that happens, every health study you do12

from a numbers cases or epidemiological point of13

view will show some cases being up, some cases14

being down.  If you are around a nuclear station15

and you believe that all of the cases are caused16

by cancer that are increased -- caused by17

radiation if it is increased, but nobody says the18

decrease is from radiation protection, and I hope19

they never do.20

But people tend to use different21

systems of reasoning.  That is all I wanted to22

bring up over the health issue.23

Did you have anything further? 24

Okay.25
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Any other questions?1

MR. PENNINGTON:  Thank you.2

--- Pause3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We now move to4

the oral presentation --5

MR. WADDINGTON:  Dr. Bishop, your6

microphone was not on.  You may wish to repeat7

that.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  My microphone is9

not on.  I'm sorry.10

Thank you.11

The next presentation, there is12

Mr. Kleinau.13

Nice to see you again, and14

welcome.15

00-H29.1716

PRESENTATION17

MR. KLEINAU:  Madam Chair, Madam18

President Elect, members of the Commission, we19

really appreciate your bearing with us in20

appearing again here before you to make a21

presentation.22

My name is Sigfried Kleinau,23

better known as Ziggy, and I am representing the24

almost 1,200 members of Citizens for Renewable25
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Energy.  We are an incorporated non-profit1

organization in Ontario.  We have been appearing2

before the Atomic Energy Control Board in previous3

hearings on Pickering, right here in Pickering and4

also in Ottawa, making our concerns known.5

I actually remember a time where6

we prompted the AECB, at that time, to finally7

make good their threat issued seven years prior to8

shut down the Pickering A reactors as Ontario9

Hydro had not installed the required enhancement10

to the single emergency shutdown system.11

In regard to submissions that were12

tabled on the environmental assessment, I notice13

that in the written submissions there are at least14

five members of our organization who submitted15

their own submissions of concern in regard to the16

restart.17

In 1997, the Pickering A reactors18

were placed in a non-routine shutdown state to19

comply with a licence condition regarding the20

enhanced shutdown system.  They, together with the21

rest of Ontario Hydro's nuclear fleet, were also22

found to have a "minimally acceptable performance23

standard" by an Independent Integrated Performance24

Assessment team, which also investigated the25
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function of their safety systems.  That was in1

July 1997.2

The now 30-year-old reactors, with3

partially irradiated fuel left in their fuel4

channels -- and that is important -- are now5

slated for restart by Ontario Power Generation6

because of their contention that the extra7

2,000 megawatts of electricity is badly needed.8

The Screening Stage Environmental9

Assessment imposed by the CNSC is now completed,10

after minimal chance for public input, and we feel11

compelled to bring our concerns on this issue12

before the Commission.  So we appreciate the13

opportunity to be heard by the Chair and the14

members.15

We are familiar with the Screening16

Report and intend to point to the shortcomings of17

this exercise18

 Again highlighting the advanced19

age of these reactors containing partially20

irradiated fuel since their shutdown three years21

ago, it is imperative that every part of the many22

configurations of this facility is closely23

scrutinized.  Any risk of any component failure,24

including a severe accident scenario resulting in25
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a major contamination of the environment and the1

almost two million people of Metropolitan Toronto2

because of their proximity, needs to be tabulated. 3

We are all downwind of Pickering.  A (very low)4

probability event like this is covered in5

Annex "O" Phase 2 Operations and After of the6

March 1999 Interim Provincial Emergency Plan.7

The fact that this station, which8

is nearing the end of its predicted lifespan, has9

only one emergency fast shutdown system is enough10

to make an inclusion of the above severe accident11

scenario mandatory.  Even the now initiated12

addition of a shutdown system enhancement -- new13

and unproven -- does not bring these aging14

reactors up to the safety standard of OPG's newer15

stations.16

The aspect of human health impacts17

from radioactive pollution has been marginalized18

in this screening process, as no in-depth19

investigation has been done on the validity of20

current radiation exposure standards.  Scientific21

research is strongly suggesting that low dose22

radiation exposure is more harmful than currently23

assumed.24

In his essay, Investing in the25
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Environment, which appeared August, 2000, Paul1

Muldoon, the Executive Director of Canadian2

Environmental Law Association, states:3

"Regulators are relying too4

much on risk assessment, a5

system that allows6

concentrations of7

contaminants at levels often8

set by industry.  Risk9

assessment is rife with10

scientific, logical and11

ethical problems.  A better12

way of protecting our13

investment would be to put14

the burden of proof of harm15

on the polluters and to adopt16

a precautionary approach that17

would, for example, insist18

pollutants be eliminated19

entirely at the source of20

their production."21

I would like to refer in that22

regard to a report, the 8th biannual report issued23

by the -- on the Great Lakes Water Quality issued24

by the International Joint Commission.  They are25
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often called the conscience of the governments,1

and they have reiterated on that part, calling on2

the government to:3

"...address the treatment of4

materials discharged to the5

Great Lakes as they have6

approached other persistent7

toxic substances.  Many8

radionuclides fit the9

agreement's definition of10

persistent toxic substances11

because they are persistent12

and toxic."  (As read)13

In regard to that, we have their14

declaration.15

"The danger to human and16

ecosystem health from17

persistent toxic substances18

is sufficiently clear and19

being reinforced by new20

evidence.  This evidence21

justifies concerted and22

effective action against23

persistent toxics.  While we24

remain committed to25
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elimination of persistent1

toxic substances, other2

evidence is showing that a3

single exposure at a critical4

moment in human development5

may cause significant effects6

and be dangerous to7

reproduction."  (As read)8

We have to think of the next9

generations.  We can't just take the electricity10

that might make it comfortable for us to carry on11

our lifestyle, which is really a wasteful12

lifestyle.  We have to consider our children,13

grandchildren and their offspring.14

So this is a huge public concern15

and we urge you, Commissioners, to keep this in16

mind when considering staff's frequent assessment17

on the diverse issues as "not likely to cause18

significant adverse environmental effects", as so19

many times in the report pointed to even by your20

staff.21

Even the frequent assurances that22

implementation of planned mitigation measures will23

be closely scrutinized by the CNSC and its staff24

ring hollow when considering the long hesitation25
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of enforcing deadlines set by the then AECB for a1

fully operational emergency shutdown enhancement2

system, allowing over four years for installation.3

The huge public concern was4

expressed about the safe operation of the5

Pickering reactors by Toronto and Oshawa city6

councils and provincial and federal7

representatives.  This culminated in 87 per cent8

of Pickering voters in a 1997 municipal referendum9

supporting a full environmental assessment.  This10

is clearly overwhelming proof that nothing short11

of a full independent panel environmental12

assessment hearing is needed.13

As Robert F. Kennedy Jr. clearly14

stated in May in his opening address to the15

Eco-Summit 2000 at the House of Commons in Ottawa:16

"Democracy in the short term17

is more expensive.  It's18

awkward and unwieldy, it's19

expensive and inefficient,20

but in the long term there is21

no system which is more22

efficient.  In the United23

States, back in the fifties24

and sixties and seventies,25
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before we had these laws in1

place, there was a couple of2

people who sat in a room in3

Washington and said, `Let's4

start a civilian nuclear5

program.'  They did not have6

to do any environmental7

assessments, and they didn't8

have to answer the question,9

`What are you going to do10

with the waste when these11

plants are decommissioned12

thirty years from now?' 13

Because they didn't have to14

answer those questions, they15

went ahead and did it, and16

they brought us into a17

cul-de-sac when we spend, in18

our country in just cost19

overruns on nuclear power20

plants, over a trillion21

dollars.  That's money that22

could have been spent on good23

things, from solar energy to24

helping the poor.  That's a25
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trillion dollars that was1

thrown into that nuclear2

incinerator, and Forbes3

magazine calls it the single4

biggest financial disaster in5

history."6

And we have experienced it the7

same over here in this country.8

And he ended with saying:9

"It happened because we10

didn't have these11

environmental safeguards."12

I listened to the two13

presentations yesterday from the Canadian Nuclear14

Association and the Advisory Panel to AECL15

boasting:  Nuclear is clean power and we need it. 16

We need to make sure that we don't aggravate the17

climate change.  But I never heard them mentioning18

the fuel chain where there is fuel being produced19

with greenhouse gas in the -- and so nobody even20

mentioned the nuclear waste issue in their21

presentation there.22

This must be an eloquent enough23

argument to convince the Commission that we can't24

go ahead with the restart of Pickering A without25
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doing what was neglected to be done 30 years ago: 1

to have a full independent panel environmental2

assessment.3

In this day and age, the4

environmental assessment must also look at whether5

there is a viable clean and safe alternative for6

electricity generation -- like, for instance, the7

million solar roof program initiated by President8

Clinton in the States -- without adding to the9

huge legacy of deadly nuclear waste that our10

children and grandchildren and their offspring are11

exposed to.12

We are urgently calling on you,13

Chair and members of the Canadian Nuclear "Safety"14

Commission, to act in true responsible fashion by15

referring this project to the minister to initiate16

an independent review panel in accordance with17

section 29 of the Canadian Environmental18

Assessment Act.19

We hope that we have made our20

point with these arguments and we are looking21

forward to the Commission addressing the public's22

concerns with its decision.23

I want to add that we are very24

appreciative to the departing Chair for the effort25
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that they have made to give us a fair hearing.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.2

Are there any questions?3

Thank you very much, Mr. Kleinau.4

Then move to presentation5

00-H29.18, David Tomlinson.6

00-H29.187

PRESENTATION8

MR. TOMLINSON:  Good morning.9

Dr. Bishop, Mr. Graham, Ms Keen,10

Dr. Giroux and Dr. Barnes, thank you for listening11

to me today.12

My name is Dave Tomlinson, as you13

announced, and I am currently employed with14

Ontario Power Generation at the Darlington15

Station.  My experience control and computer16

maintenance while I presenting work in the17

Performance Assurance Department.18

It is an honour to be able to19

appear before you once again.  Normally my role20

here -- or in Ottawa -- has been to be a21

representative of The Society of Energy22

Professionals.  I have worked with OPG and its23

predecessor, Ontario Hydro, for 23 years, 21 of24

which were right here in Pickering.  But today I25
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am representing myself as a resident of Ontario1

and a citizen of Canada.2

I must express my support for the3

ultimate restart of OPG's Pickering A nuclear4

generating station and also the findings of the5

Screening-Level Environmental Assessment that has6

been performed.7

As I said, I began working for8

Ontario Hydro in 1977.  As a high school student9

in the early 1970s -- and I guess I realized I10

kind of gave you my age there -- I was impressed11

with the technological promise and Canadian12

efforts towards the peaceful use of and13

environmental benefit of safe, nuclear generated14

electricity.15

Since June 4, 1962, when the16

Nuclear Power Development Plant in Rolphton,17

Ontario generated the first nuclear generated18

electricity in Canada, Ontario has continued to19

enjoy industrial prosperity and a cleaner overall20

environment.21

On August 20, 1964, plans were22

announced for the joint co-operation between23

Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd., Ontario Hydro and24

our governments, for construction of the first two25
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large scale Canadian deuterium reactors to be1

built in Pickering.2

Construction began in 1966.3

In 1967, construction of4

Pickering's Unit 3 began and Unit 4 followed5

in 1968.6

Pickering Unit 1 generated its7

first electricity to the grid on April 4, 1971,8

and since June 17, 1973, when Pickering's Unit 49

was officially declared in service, I think I can10

say that the Town of Pickering, the Province of11

Ontario, our country and our earth, have12

benefitted from approximately 100 safe reactor13

years of operation from this one plant alone.14

The CANDU reactor design15

incorporates many safety features, one of which we16

call "Defense in Depth".  This includes the17

provision of multiple, redundant, nuclear safety18

provisions or barriers to protect our workers, the19

public and the environment from inherent hazards20

associated with a nuclear reactor's internal21

operation.22

These barriers are engineered and23

physical by design, administrative by procedures24

and people-based by performance, training and25
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experience.  The philosophy includes a fundamental1

belief in the promotion of excellence and multiple2

overlapping barriers so that significant hazard3

could only occur if many barriers fail at the4

same time.5

In simple terms, one of the6

barriers, for example people or a person, can make7

mistakes, and sometimes we do.  However, multiple8

barriers of procedures, routine testing, design9

conservatism, and many other redundant processes10

serve as those additional barriers to prevent11

undue hazards.12

Also, part of this barrier13

philosophy is the legislative framework that our14

industry operates within.  Many Acts, laws,15

standards, policies and the operating licence16

itself issued by yourselves, assists in17

documenting the contract that OPG and our18

government have put into place to protect, on an19

acceptable risk basis, the workers, the public and20

our environment.21

In 1983, as we have heard in other22

presentations, Unit 2 at Pickering experienced a23

mechanical failure in one of the pressure tubes24

within the reactor vault.  Although no safety25
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system actuation was required for a controlled1

shutdown at that time, all the Pickering A2

reactors were subsequently shut down and their3

pressure tubes -- the heart of the reactor -- were4

replaced with an improved Zirconium alloy.5

Over the years many heat6

exchangers have been replaced and modified with7

materials that resist erosion and possible deposit8

into our environment.  In addition, safety systems9

are continuously being evaluated and analyzed for10

improvements under the licensed processes.11

In 1997, as we have heard also,12

all Pickering A units were shut down once again in13

an attempt to assist with the overall Nuclear14

Integrated Improvement Plan, a plan that served to15

provide additional resources where they were16

needed to bring about an improved long-term17

operation and maintenance focus to our current18

electrical generation facilities.19

That improvement process has made20

significant progress over the last three years. 21

Improvements across OPG nuclear have been made in22

emergency preparedness process and response, fire23

protection, safety systems, equipment condition24

and conduct of operations and maintenance.25
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The overall performance index, a1

measure of various key criteria that indicates the2

quality processes and performance of a generating3

plant has risen from around 60 per cent to4

somewhere around 80 per cent throughout Ontario5

Power Generation.6

We still have room to improve7

further, but based upon these improvements and the8

overall need to support environmental management9

the time is right for Pickering A to return to its10

rightful place in our society.  Nuclear power,11

when operated within a framework of defence12

in-depth, has been a vital contributor to lowering13

global warming effects and can continue to do this14

safely for years to come.15

The CNSC has determined that a16

Screening-Level report is appropriate pursuant to17

the CEAA.  This Screening-Level report has now18

been completed and we have heard that the CNSC19

staff have concluded that with the implementation20

of reasonable mitigation measures, measures that21

OPG is prepared to undertake, the return to22

service of Pickering A is unlikely to cause any23

significant adverse effects on our environment.24

CNSC staff, therefore, have not25
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recommended that the Commission refer the project1

to the Minister of the Environment for the2

appointment of a full review panel.3

Pickering NGS has been in this4

community for over 30 years.  It has operated5

safely and, if not shut down for other reasons, it6

would still be operating today.7

It certainly appears that the vast8

majority of residents of these same communities do9

support and agree with OPG's efforts of safe10

operation, continuous improvement and improved11

community liaison.  Thousands of pages of12

documentation support a realistic conclusion that13

no significant effects will occur as a result of14

the restart.15

As a taxpayer and a ratepayer16

myself, I must be able to see a reasonable return17

on the additional costs that will be associated18

with such a significant hearing.  I'm not saying19

that we blindly go forward, but I am saying there20

needs to be a reasonable return.  I must be able21

to understand why we must continue to commit22

thousands and thousands of tonnes of unnecessary23

carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide and methane into our24

atmospheres.25
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The Intergovernmental Panel on1

Climate Change, an authoritative and scientific2

voice on this issue, has recently reported that3

overall average earth temperatures, if not4

corrected very soon, could increase by 1.5 to5

6.1 degrees Celsius by the end of this century.6

The thermal expansion in warmer7

ocean water could raise the sea level by three to8

five feet by 2050.  Warmer oceans spawn frequent9

and ferocious storms.10

Changes in climate force changes11

in the type of food that can be grown and where it12

can be grown.13

The 10 warmest years on record14

have occurred in the last 15.  Some scientists say15

that we could be looking at the end of this earth16

as we know it, possibly within our children's17

lifetime.18

We must also understand that as19

the underdeveloped areas of our earth receive20

greater attention to power demand and increases in21

standards of living, more energy will be required. 22

Properly managed, nuclear-generated electricity,23

with Pickering A as a component, can be and has24

been proven to be a more environmentally conscious25
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alternative to excess fossil fuels.1

Yes, demand management, solar,2

wind-generated power, and perhaps in the future3

even fusion-generated power, hold great promise,4

in limited terms now, but possibly much greater in5

the future.  However, we must ensure that there6

will be a future and do it in a safe,7

environmentally conscious manner.  Pickering A8

contributes to that future.9

OPG has instituted a major10

community information network where anyone who has11

a question about nuclear power and its use can get12

answers to those questions.  Newsletters,13

notifications, interviews, open houses, workshops,14

mall displays, public meetings, information15

sessions, neighbourhood contacts, all of these16

mechanisms have been instituted to allow the17

public to ask their questions and also input to18

the Screening-Level Assessment.  In addition,19

local businesses, the media and various levels of20

government, have all been given the opportunity to21

give their perspectives.22

Pickering A and its employees have23

been with this community for over 30 years.  It is24

my belief that the City of Pickering and the25
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neighbouring municipalities have benefitted1

immensely, especially in terms of an improved2

standard of living for their residents due to the3

safe operation of this facility.4

Finally, a word about the5

employees, employees like me, those people who are6

a major component of that Defense in Depth7

program, many people who take their work8

seriously, show pride in their experience and9

their capabilities, many who treat with absolute10

conviction their accountability to the people and11

governments of this province.  Many of these12

people are community leaders in themselves.  They13

organize charity work, they answer questions, they14

support efforts to improve the industry and lead15

by example.  These people want to do the right16

things and do things right.17

I urge the CNSC to continue to18

apply the regulations within the Canadian Nuclear19

Safety Act and the Canadian Environmental20

Assessment Act as they have been written.21

In addition, consider the22

potential impacts of delaying the Pickering A23

restart further.  Continue to monitor improvement24

processes within this industry, as you do, and25
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complete your reviews in a timely but1

effective manner.2

I am confident that many other3

employees of OPG, like myself, remain committed to4

and in support of the efforts of OPG and5

yourselves.6

Thank you.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.8

Are there any questions?9

Thank you very much.10

MR. TOMLINSON:  Thank you.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to12

the final oral presentation.  That is 00-H29.20,13

which is an oral presentation by 2001, Waterfront14

Task Force and Pickering-Ajax Citizens for the15

Environment.16

The presenter is Mr. David Steele.17

00-H29.2018

PRESENTATION19

MR. STEELE:  Madam Chair, my name20

is David Steele.  I have with me today David Home,21

who is the Director of PACT, and he is going to22

read the presentation to you, as it would be a23

little bit easier on me, but I will answer any24

questions you have in reference to the25
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presentation.1

Thank you, Madam Chair.2

MR. HOME:  Thank you.3

Thank you for the opportunity to4

make this presentation here to you.5

First and foremost we would like6

to say that we are speaking to you on behalf of7

the 2001, Waterfront Task Force and PACT.  PACT is8

Pickering-Ajax Citizens Together for the9

Environment.10

Along with Mr. Steele, I have been11

a resident for many, many years in this area,12

approximately 25 years, and during that time13

Mr. Steele's volunteer work has included, but not14

been limited to, Chairing the 2001, Mayor15

Waterfront Task Force; Chairing the Pickering16

Community Working Together Group -- that is the17

York Water Pipeline -- Chairing Pickering-Ajax18

Citizens Together for the Environment; participant19

in the Ontario Hydro Nuclear Community Working20

Group; and a recipient of the City of Pickering21

Healthy Community Award.22

As you know, PACT and the 2001,23

Waterfront Task Force are on record requesting a24

full review before an impartial panel on a25
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proposed restart of Pickering A.  Nothing has1

happened in the Screening Environmental Assessment2

to change that earlier request.3

Dr. Evans and Mr. Steele from PACT4

were on the Community Working Group set up in5

July, 1998 as part of the Pickering Nuclear6

Environmental Review.7

Participants on this committee8

identified more than 160 environmental issues. 9

They designed a systematic action plan and10

requested that it be implemented to deal with11

these issues.12

Nine of the 13 participants signed13

a disclaimer to the 1998 "Pickering Environmental14

review" report written by consultants for Ontario15

Hydro which found evidence of improved16

environmental performance at Pickering Nuclear,17

despite lack of data on which to base this18

statement.  We did not endorse the report or its19

findings or conclusions.20

Volumes 2 and 3 were supposed to21

address the more than 160 issues, but this was not22

achieved.  Ontario Hydro then disbanded the23

Community Working Group.  Later, a new Community24

Advisory Council was established.25
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Mr. Steele was initially invited1

to participate on the advisory council in 1999. 2

The Terms of Reference included a requirement to3

maintain secrecy regarding certain matters.4

The council was to report to the5

Pickering Vice-President of Nuclear Operations,6

who would evaluate participants annually.  The7

Community Advisory Council does not suit the needs8

of the broader community for disclosure of9

information, since Pickering Nuclear organizes the10

agenda.  Mr. Steele refused to participate due to11

frustration with unfinished issues in the12

Community Working Group and lack of agreement on a13

suitable term of reference for the CAC.14

The City of Pickering hired a Peer15

Review Team to review the draft EA document.  In16

their conclusions on the Draft Environmental17

Assessment Report, DEAR, they noted that OPG's18

knowledge of the local baseline environmental19

conditions surrounding the Pickering Nuclear plant20

remained incomplete.21

With respect to several scientific22

disciplines, the existing data do not allow a full23

and thorough characterization of the local and24

regional environmental conditions.  The Peer25
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Review Team could not support the conclusion1

reached by OPG, and their consultant Golder, of2

minimal environmental impact arising from the3

restart of PNGS "A".4

They noted the EA was anything but5

thorough.  This group of experts has extensive6

knowledge in environmental assessment processes7

and environmental science and understands the8

benchmark for EAs.9

The Pickering Peer Review Team10

also recommended that impartial independent panel11

review be required.  This was carried in a12

resolution unanimously passed by Pickering Council13

requesting an independent panel review from the14

CNSC and Minister of Environment.  This was15

rejected by CNSC on the grounds that all concerns16

have been adequately addressed.  However,17

fundamental scientific concerns of the Peer Review18

Team were not adequately addressed.19

As noted earlier, the citizens'20

160 issues have not been resolved and a systematic21

action plan that was submitted two years ago has22

not been initiated.  This is Attachment 1 to23

this paper.24

PACT has experience in25
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environmental assessments and has been given1

standing at provincial EA hearings in the past. 2

The environmental assessment carried out by the3

CNSC and OPG is deeply flawed by the absence of an4

impartial body to conduct the hearings and draw5

independent conclusions.6

In addition, donations of money by7

Pickering Nuclear to the City of Pickering and8

certain community groups and authorities during9

the EA process is unethical.10

The report to the Standing11

Committee on Energy, Environment and Natural12

Resources of the Canadian Senate is not included13

in the Pickering A nuclear generation station14

environmental assessment.  Mr. Steele finds this15

report reached substantially the same conclusions16

as those of the Pickering's Peer Review Team.17

The report makes several18

recommendations, including:  re-evaluation of the19

risk of a severe accident and earthquake risk; and20

that the CNSC arrange for a thorough, independent,21

open review of OPG's promised safety improvements. 22

Results of this review should be incorporated into23

the environmental assessment for the proposed24

restart of PNGS "A".25
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The Senate Standing Committee1

should seek to ensure that OPG and the CNSC2

perform all future analysis with the openness and3

thoroughness that should characterize a4

science-based industry whose facilities can cause5

several off-site harm.6

In October, 2000 Nature and7

Nuclear:  An Ecological Risk Assessment was8

released by Senes, the consultant for Pickering9

Nuclear.  This is Attachment 2.  Paragraph 110

states:11

"The need to address12

remaining questions of13

uncertainty in the EA." 14

(As read)15

The comment is that:16

"This is different from the17

statement in Volume 3, Final18

EA Report:  Everything is19

okay."  (As read)20

Paragraph 2:21

"Further data acquisition is22

necessary to close gaps such23

as missing information in the24

scientific literature on25
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toxicity and incomplete data1

on environmental2

considerations."  (As read)3

Paragraph 3:4

"There is a need to determine5

the feasibility of a new6

monitoring study designed to7

measure exposure, uptake and8

potential effects, multiple9

stresses on living things in10

the vicinity of Pickering11

Nuclear.  Field activity12

would almost certainly be13

required as part of the14

study.  Given the many15

variables involved, this new16

Tier III study will be very17

complex, hence the need for a18

feasibility assessment to19

determine what questions20

could usefully be answered." 21

(As read)22

Comment:23

"According to the EA final24

document, Volume 3,25
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everything is okay and there1

is no significant impact from2

Pickering Nuclear Power3

Station on the environment,4

so why the need for a very5

complex study?"  (As read)6

How could Pickering Nuclear7

consultants make any firm statement in reference8

to the impact from the startup of Pickering A on9

the community when insufficient data is available10

to reach valid conclusions?11

In conclusion, Mr. Steele would12

point out that 3.5 million citizens are13

represented by the municipal governments and the14

citizen groups who requested a full review with15

the impartial panel under the Canadian16

Environmental Assessment Act.17

This begs the question:  What does18

it take to get an impartial panel review?19

If Pickering Nuclear is so20

confident with the present EA screening review21

carried out in co-operation with the CNSC staff,22

then why are you all so afraid of an impartial23

panel review that would be independent from both24

organizations?  Too many outstanding issues25
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remained unresolved.1

Mr. Steele reiterates his request2

on behalf of PACT that this Commission refer this3

environmental assessment to an independent panel4

review so that all outstanding issues and5

differences in conclusion can be ruled on by an6

impartial panel that is not connected to OPG or7

CNSC.8

Thank you for your consideration.9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you10

very much.11

Are there any questions?12

Ms Keen?13

MEMBER KEEN:  Yes.  With regards14

to the issue of 160 issues and the comment that15

you made that there was a commitment to resolve16

these issues and that there isn't a systematic --17

the lack of a systematic action plan -- no, I18

correct myself -- a systematic action plan that19

was submitted two years ago has not been20

initiated.21

I wonder if OPG would like to22

address that.23

MR. STRICKERT:  First of all, in24

terms of the environmental review, we did do a25
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follow-up environmental action plan that was1

focused on biophysical issues.2

Secondly, we used the issues as3

well as part of the scoping for the Pickering A4

return-to-service.5

We have also used it to baseline6

work programs in the future.7

I believe the plan that they are8

referring to is one in which a group of the9

participants from the Community Working Group10

submitted to us.11

I think that is the plan they are12

referring to and I will ask Judy Ryan, our13

Manager, Environment, Health and Safety to address14

that issue.15

MS RYAN:  A critical part of the16

environmental review that was carried out two17

years ago was the environmental action plan that18

came out of that, and while it did not cover all19

of the 160 issues -- and Bob referred -- the plan20

covered the biophysical environment issues.  That21

action plan was put together by Ontario Power22

Generation in consultation with the environmental23

working group at the time.24

The list that David referred to, a25
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number of people on the working group did put1

together a proposal for an action plan.  One of2

the main issues they had -- and you have heard it3

before -- was that we did not have enough data to4

know with certainty what it is we needed to do. 5

Their action plan focused on getting more data6

before we moved forward with action.7

Certainly we were convinced that8

there were areas we needed to begin fixing9

immediately and our action plan, which is well10

documented and has been submitted to the CNSC and11

is updated twice a year to them, provides the12

actions in 10 areas.13

The 10 areas include:  improving14

the environmental monitoring.15

I will just give you a couple of16

examples of things we have done.17

Last year we completed putting in18

carbon 14 monitors on the "B" station.  At the19

beginning of this year we completed putting new20

fenceline noble gas monitors in to improve our21

ability to calculate public dose.22

Right now we are in the process of23

putting in new tritium monitors in the vicinity of24

the station to make sure that all wind sectors25
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downwind of the station are covered by tritium1

monitoring.2

We carried out the airborne gama3

survey, which was very important to the4

environmental working group.5

And the ecological risk assessment6

which was referred to, when the environmental7

review was completed it was obvious that we needed8

to do more work to really evaluate our impact on9

the valued ecosystem.  So the ecological risk10

assessment was a study that, in conjunction with11

CNSC who have been advising us or helping us with12

ensuring that our methodology is the best it can13

be, we have moved forward with that.14

So the action plan that we are not15

working on was the one put forward by a number of16

members of the environmental working group.  The17

action plan that we are working to and that we do18

have documented and that we do provide updates19

twice a year to the CNSC and to the Community20

Advisory Council and to anyone else who wants it,21

is moving forward.22

MR. STEELE:  Madam Chair, can I23

just comment on that statement, please?24

The environmental issues, the25
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160-plus issues we had, I got many calls from the1

new group which is called the Advisory Council, is2

it, and they said "David, we have a problem." 3

This is from some of the members on the committee4

and I will name after.5

They said "They have asked us to6

interpret the issues."  This was after I decided7

not to join this new group.  "And they have -- we8

have asked them to come to you to interpret --9

make sure they interpret the issues correctly and10

the action plan was the one you, with two others,11

put the issues and the action plan together."  I12

said "Well, thank you for letting me know that." 13

But I found out later that they had gone to the14

facilitator to interpret the issues.15

So I'm saying "Thank you very16

much, Ontario Hydro, for 18 months of my time. 17

You decide to go to a facilitator instead of going18

to the people who created the issues or brought19

the issues forward for the environmental review."20

Therefore, I think a lot of the21

issues are not in the same wording as they were22

originally in the action plan they have taken.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.24

Are there any other questions25
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or comments?1

Ms Keen?2

MEMBER KEEN:  I'm sorry.  Yes, I3

just want to clarify where we are going here.4

According to my background5

information that I have in Volume 2 appendices,6

Appendix D is titled "Summary Response to the7

160 Issues".  So I'm just a bit confused about the8

comments and the origin and the list, et cetera. 9

Perhaps this could be clarified for me.10

MR. STRICKERT:  Duncan Moffett11

will reply to part of that question and then Jane12

may have some comments.13

DR. MOFFETT:  I think,14

Commissioner Keen, the first issue is we had15

160-plus issues going into the environmental16

assessment in terms of addressing them through the17

environmental assessment.  We, as the consulting18

team carrying out the environmental assessment,19

wanted to be sure that we understood what each of20

those issues was.21

To do that we did two things. 22

First of all we went to all the minutes and all23

the records of the committee to get the background24

and the understanding of those issues.25
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Secondly, we went to the1

facilitators who were responsible for running the2

environmental review group to see that our3

interpretation was correct.4

Thirdly, having done the best that5

we could do to interpret the issues, we then sent6

our draft interpretation to the Community Advisory7

Council and to all members of the former working8

group -- all members of the working group -- to9

confirm that our interpretation was correct.10

That process was -- we were11

commended for that process in the Community12

Advisory Council as a clear and transparent13

process to try to get to the nub of each of14

the issues.15

MR. STEELE:  I can comment on16

that one too.17

I find it very interesting that18

the independent review for the Community Advisory19

Council on the issues was Professor Eyles and he,20

again, was not consulted.  I find it very21

interesting the dynamics of this systematic22

approach.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.24

Are there any other questions25
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or comments?1

Dr. Barnes?2

MEMBER BARNES:  Well, I had wanted3

information, but wouldn't Dr. Eyles have been4

consulted if that was in fact the case?5

DR. MOFFETT:  Commissioner Barnes,6

of course Dr. Eyles was consulted and the Peer7

Review Team was consulted.  Very early in our8

environmental assessment -- my memory escapes me9

of the exact date -- we arranged a one day working10

session.11

My colleague says November 18,12

1999 we arranged a one day working session with13

the Peer Review Team and McMaster University and14

also provided all the documentation we had,15

including a preliminary draft review of the16

environmental assessment report.17

So on the basis of my experience18

in attempting to identify and bring closure to an19

understanding of community issues, we indeed did20

do that in both the -- in terms of the 160-plus21

issues and with the Peer Review Team and22

Dr. Eyles.23

MR. STEELE:  Again, the draft24

document here was 9-9-98 and they met with -- you25
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are correct, you met with the Peer Review Team1

hired by the City of Pickering, who I have a lot2

of faith in.  That was just over a year3

and-a-quarter later, after you have already4

decided what you were doing.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you,6

gentlemen.7

Are there any other questions?8

Dr. Barnes?9

MEMBER BARNES:  My second point10

was simply, in your report, the third paragraph on11

page 2, you indicate that:12

"The report to the Standing13

Committee on Energy,14

Environment and Natural15

Resources of the Canadian16

Senate is not included in the17

Pickering A nuclear18

generation station19

environmental assessment."20

But in fact it is included in21

Volume 3, the addendum.  It is K.3-3.  So it has22

been available to us, okay.23

I think the point was that this24

was dated in July or August of 2000, so it was a25
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late-coming report.  But I just wanted to assure1

you that it was part of our documentation.2

MR. STEELE:  Thank you very3

much, sir.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you5

very much.6

Are there any --7

MR. HOME:  Dr. Bishop, if there8

are no further questions --9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Any other10

questions or comments?11

If not, thank you.12

MR. HOME:  You might be pleased we13

have a couple --14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I'm sorry, I15

can't hear who is talking.16

MR. HOME:  Is it on now?17

We had a couple of minutes left, I18

think, on our presentation by my watch, may we19

make a comment on two issues that have emerged20

during the hearing that are additional to the21

comments we made in our submission?22

Thank you.23

First of all, we object to the24

fact that all parties and stakeholders were not25
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provided with the report, the Market Opportunity1

and Rational for the Return of Service of2

Pickering A, dated 4 October 2000, even including3

those of us who had our names down requesting4

information be given.5

We were sorry to note that the6

Ajax presentation was truncated in that they did7

not include the comments they had made in their8

original one which we, as members of a9

community -- and I live in Ajax -- we would have10

wished to have been brought to your attention.11

On the bottom of page 6 of their12

first presentation -- this has to do with a13

request for an environmental full review -- the14

reasons given were:  the past problems of the15

facility; that other sources of electricity have16

been used during the shutdown; and, three, that a17

deregulated market may fill the void, if indeed18

there is one, very quickly.19

I think that last point is very,20

very important.21

The second issue we would like to22

draw to your attention is the issue of evacuation23

and emergency measures operations.24

I live in Ajax and I live dead25
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downwind from the prevailing wind from the plant. 1

I live in Pickering Village.2

I have had experience with a paper3

exercise that was organized by EMO approximately4

10 years ago for an accidental release into the5

atmosphere.  No wind direction was given as to6

which direction this was to go.  Consequently, as7

the CEO of a fairly major hospital in the area, I8

took it upon myself to find out where the wind was9

coming from.  I phoned the airport, a fairly10

simple thing you would think.11

That was all brought to the12

attention of the folks in the postmortems that13

were done.14

However, as a citizen now, I have15

retired, I receive the document that tells me16

which way to go in the event of a nuclear problem. 17

I'm told to go to the east.18

The prevailing wind is from the19

west.  Probably 50 or 60 or 70 per cent of the20

time it is in the quadrant from southwest to21

northwest.  In other words, most of the wind most22

of the time is coming from that direction.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.24

MR. HOME:  As a sailor, I25
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know that.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I'm sorry to end2

it on that, but I --3

MR. HOME:  Could we ask you to4

look into that element.5

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.6

I am just going to ask whether7

there are any questions or comments about the last8

minutes of presentation?9

Thank you.10

MR. HOME:  Thank you.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you12

very much.13

We will resume the meeting14

at 1:45.15

MR. STRICKERT:  Dr. Bishop?16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes?17

MR. STRICKERT:  I would just like18

to ask that when we come back if we could just19

make a short statement on one issue and that was20

the tritium monitoring instrumentation.  I would21

like Judy Ryan to speak to it.22

Thank you.23

--- Upon recessing at 1:05 p.m.24

--- Upon resuming at 1:47 p.m.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Good afternoon,1

ladies and gentlemen.2

We are now going to be starting on3

the written submissions.4

The first grouping -- and I will5

be grouping these as we look at these in groups. 6

There are 234 written submissions.  I will be7

grouping them as concerned or opposed as one group8

and supportive as the other major group.9

The first three are 00-H29.2 and10

00-H29.3 and 00-H29.4.11

00-H29.212

THE CHAIRPERSON:  00-H29.2 is a13

written submission from Durham Nuclear Awareness,14

Pickering-Ajax Citizens Together for the15

Environment, Liverpool West Community Association,16

Pickering East Shore Community Association.17

00-H29.318

THE CHAIRPERSON:  00-H29.3 is19

Energy Probe.20

00-H29.421

THE CHAIRPERSON:  00-H29.4 is a22

submission from Mohajer.23

Are there any questions?  No?24

Thank you.25
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00-H29.191

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then proceed2

to 00-H29.21 -- I'm sorry, the other one is3

00-H29.19, who is also concerned and opposed. 4

That is the Campaign for Nuclear Phaseout group.5

Any questions?  Okay.6

00-H29.21/00-H29.22/00-H29.23/00-H29.24/00-H29.25/7

00-H29.268

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then proceed9

to 00-H29.21 to 00-H29.26.  Those are the10

submissions of the Atomic Energy of Canada11

Limited, Richard Lorenzin, Mark Vojin, Kathy12

Russell, Rose Ahrens, Mr. Kulczynski.  Those13

submissions are supportive.14

Are there any questions?15

00-H29.2716

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to17

00-H29.27.  This submission is by Nicole Crellin18

and she is concerned.19

I may be just saying "concerned",20

but I mean "concerned" or "opposed".21

00-H29.2822

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Then there is23

00-H29.28, also concerned.24

In Mr. Bredin's -- just let me get25
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to that particular one.1

He really raises -- he really is2

asking some questions there.3

As an example, he wants to know if4

there is one individual hidden somewhere inside5

the AECB who is responsible for this decision.6

The answer is no, there is no7

individual hidden within the AECB who will be8

responsible for the decision on this environmental9

assessment.  The people responsible for the10

decision are the Commissioners, that is the11

Commission themselves.12

I just wanted to make that clear.13

Are there any other comments on14

those two?15

00-H29.29/00-H29.30/00-H29.31/00-H29.32/00-H29.33/16

00-H29.34/00-H29.3517

THE CHAIRPERSON:  If not, we go to18

a group who are supportive, and that is 00-H29.29,19

00-H29.30, 00-H29.31 to 00-H29.35.  Those are20

submissions from Vern LaHaye, Marczak and Marczak,21

Gorski, Martin and Martin, Chalmers, Zabana and22

Kulczynska.23

Are there any questions?24

00-H29.36/00-H29.37/00-H29.38/00-H29.39/00-H29.4025
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Then move to1

00-H29.36 to 00-H29.40.  These submissions are2

supportive.3

Submissions by Mark Inouye,4

Salter, Chiam, Wheeler, Millman.5

Are there any questions?6

Thank you.7

Yes, Mr. Graham?8

00-H29.289

MEMBER GRAHAM:  I'm sorry, I was a10

little negligent when you were going through them. 11

Could you go back?  I had one question on12

00-H29.28.  Do you mind?13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  On which?14

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Do you mind?  I15

can --16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Not at all.17

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Just a question I18

have for OPG.19

It is mentioned on page 2 of that20

submission that:21

"...nuclear power plants had22

no sprinklers in critical23

areas..."  (As read)24

Among some of the problems that25
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are noted.1

Do all of the -- and especially2

Pickering, do they now have sprinkler systems in3

all the critical areas?4

--- Pause5

MR. STRICKERT:  Excuse me. 6

Could you repeat the question, please?  I didn't7

get it all.8

MEMBER GRAHAM:  In the submission9

that I am referring to, 00-H29.28, and it is a10

James Bredin, I believe, expressed concerns, and I11

think maybe there was a question before.  But it12

mentions that:13

"...nuclear power plants had14

no sprinklers in critical15

areas..."  (As read)16

Has Pickering A the necessary17

sprinkler system in those critical areas?18

MR. STRICKERT:  Pickering A has19

just completed a fire code compliance, a fire20

safety assessment, and what we are looking at is21

detection systems and sprinkler systems.22

As part of the follow-up of those23

assessments we will be improving sprinkler systems24

and putting some where they aren't and, in other25
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cases, upgrading them. That is part of the basis1

of the return-to-service.2

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Thank you3

very much.4

You had already spoken of that,5

Madam Chairman, but I noticed another part.6

So thank you.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That's fine.8

Are there any other people who9

want questions on those that we have already gone10

through?11

Thank you.12

00-H29.41/00-H29.42/00-H29.43/00-H29.44/00-H29.4513

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then go to14

written submissions 00-H29.41 to 00-H29.45.  Those15

submissions are supportive and they are from16

Gamble, Idvorian, Shaw, Firth and Golabek.17

Are there any questions?18

Dr. Giroux?19

MEMBER GIROUX:  In the letter by20

Marg and Gary Firth --21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That is22

00-H29.4423

MEMBER GIROUX:  That is 00-H29.44,24

yes, I'm sorry.25
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There is a reference to a bulletin1

or pamphlet entitled "Ontario's Dirty Secret",2

which I have not read.  Could somebody enlighten3

me on what this is and what it says?4

Is OPG familiar with this?5

--- Pause6

MR. STRICKERT:  We don't appear to7

have anybody that is familiar with it.8

MR. WADDINGTON:  We are not aware9

of the pamphlet either, sir.10

MEMBER GIROUX:  So it is secret. 11

Okay.12

Thank you.13

--- Laughter14

--- Pause15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Are there any16

other questions.17

MR. WADDINGTON:  Dr. Bishop, your18

microphone is not on.19

00-H29.46/00-H29.47/00-H29.48/00-H29.49/00-H29.5020

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I'm sorry.21

The following five submissions are22

supportive.  00-H29.46, 00-H29.47, 00-H29.48,23

00-H29.49 and 00-H29.50.  These are submissions by24

Mistry, Vicomi, Li, Fitchett and Fishley.25
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Are there any questions?1

00-H29.51/00-H29.52/00-H29.53/00-H29.54/00-H29.552

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The following3

five submissions are supportive.  00-H29.51,4

00-H29.52, 00-H29.53, 00-H29.54, 00-H29.55.  They5

are submissions by Bell, Lake, MacDonald, Break,6

Hansen and Hansen.7

Are there any questions?8

MR. WADDINGTON:  Dr. Bishop,9

forgive me.  This is John Waddington.10

I did note that 00-H29.53 is not11

supportive.  00-H29.53 is not supportive.12

--- Pause13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  00-H29.53. 14

Thank you.15

MR. WADDINGTON:  Forgive me.  It16

seemed to be important just to bring it to your17

attention.18

This is the submission from19

Ms Cindy MacDonald, 00-H29.53.  00-H29.53 from20

Cindy MacDonald.21

Thank you.22

--- Pause23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I thought that24

was in your --25
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MR. WADDINGTON:  Presentation --1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  This is the2

submission from Cindy MacDonald.3

MR. WADDINGTON:  00-H29.534

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.5

MR. WADDINGTON:  Dr. Bishop, your6

microphone.7

00-H29.538

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The 00-H29.53 is9

concerned or opposed.10

Are there any questions?11

00-H29.54/00-H29.5512

THE CHAIRPERSON:  00-H29.54 and13

00-H29.55 are supportive.14

Any questions?15

I'm sorry?16

MR. WADDINGTON:  Dr. Bishop,17

00-H29.54 --18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  00-H29.54, I'm19

sorry.  Okay, let me look back up to 00-H29.54.20

MR. WADDINGTON:  -- and 00-H29.5521

are both concerned.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Okay.  00-H29.5423

and 00-H29.55 are concerned.  Those are the24

submissions of Break, Hansen and Hansen.25
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Are there any questions?1

Okay.  Let's make sure I have the2

next sequence right.3

00-H29.56/00-H29.57/00-H29.58/00-H29.59/00-H29.604

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The written5

material from 00-H29.56, 00-H29.57, 00-H29.58,6

00-H29.59 and 00-H29.60 are support.  Those are7

submissions from Burgess, Hubble, Link, Langer,8

Hicks.9

Are there any questions?10

00-H29.61/00-H29.6211

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then go to12

00-H29.61 and 00-H29.62, which are submissions13

from Aunger and Laveille, and they are supportive.14

Any questions?15

00-H29.6316

THE CHAIRPERSON:  00-H29.63 is a17

submission from Murray and Lundrigan, and they are18

concerned or non-supportive.19

Mr. Graham?20

MEMBER GRAHAM:  A question of21

clarification.  Maybe our staff, CNSC staff can22

speak to this.23

Looking through that I notice they24

talk about a referendum in the municipal election,25
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I believe 1997, in which 87 per cent of the voters1

requested a full environmental assessment and2

independent panel review.3

Was that on the ballot or how did4

that come out?  I wasn't clear on that through the5

hearings yesterday and today.6

MR. WADDINGTON:  Thank you,7

Mr. Graham.8

Indeed the Town of Pickering, on9

November 10, 1997, included on its ballot a10

specific referendum question which read:11

"Are you in favour of the12

Ontario government holding a13

full public review under the14

Environmental Assessment Act15

of Ontario prior to any16

decision being made to17

restart the Pickering A18

Nuclear Generating Station as19

well as during the continued20

operation of the Pickering B21

Nuclear Generating Station?" 22

(As read)23

I understand 87 per cent of the24

voting public voted for that resolution.25
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MEMBER GRAHAM:  So, in other1

words, if I get this clear, the environmental2

assessment and an independent panel review weren't3

specifically -- they weren't set as such on the4

ballot as an independent review?5

MR. WADDINGTON:  No.  The6

words are:7

"...holding a full public8

review under the9

Environmental Assessment Act10

of Ontario..."  (As read)11

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Full stop?12

MR. WADDINGTON:  Well, there is --13

MEMBER GRAHAM:  No, I had read14

that --15

MR. WADDINGTON:  We can provide16

this to you, should you wish.17

MEMBER GRAHAM:  -- in the18

documentation before and I just wondered how this19

referendum had read as such.  Okay.20

MR. WADDINGTON:  Thank you.21

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.22

00-H29.64/00-H29.65/00-H29.66/00-H29.67/00-H29.6823

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then go to24

00-H29.64, 00-H29.65, 00-H29.66, 00-H29.67 and25
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00-H29.68, which are supportive.  Those are the1

submissions of Ojanpera, Kelly and Kelly, Holt,2

Shikaze, Griffith.3

Are there any questions?4

00-H29.69/00-H29.705

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Submissions6

00-H29.69 and 00-H29.70 are both supportive and7

they are from Robinson and Charron.8

Are there any questions?9

00-H29.7110

THE CHAIRPERSON:  00-H29.71 is11

showing concern or non-support for the written12

submission from Jean Rajotte.13

Any questions?14

Thank you.15

00-H29.73/00-H29.74/00-H29.75/00-H29.7616

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to17

00-H29.73, 00-H29.74, 00-H29.75 and 00-H29.76,18

which are all supportive.  Those are the19

submissions from Dimen, Gladwell, Stewart20

and Green.21

Yes?22

--- Off microphone23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That was before24

the last group.  00-H29.71 and 00-H29.72 were both25
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showing concern or non-support.1

We are now on 00-H29.73,2

00-H29.74, 00-H29.75, 00-H29.76 and they are all3

supportive.4

Are there any questions?5

00-H29.776

THE CHAIRPERSON:  00-H29.77 is a7

written submission from Joe, or M. Joe, and it is8

showing concern or non-supportive.9

Are there any questions?10

00-H29.78/00-H29.79/00-H29.80/00-H29.81/00-H29.8211

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to12

the next five, all of whom are showing support. 13

That is 00-H29.78, 00-H29.79, 00-H29.80, 00-H29.8114

and 00-H29.82.  They are the submissions of Terry,15

Wieckowski, Lauzon, Walsh and Rudolf.16

Are there any questions?17

00-H29.83/00-H29.84/00-H29.8518

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Then go to19

submissions 00-H29.83, 00-H29.84 and 00-H29.85. 20

All three are supportive and they are the21

submissions of Burnett, Power Workers' Union and22

Capson.23

There are no questions?24

00-H29.8625
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to1

00-H29.86, which is expressing concern or2

non-support.  That is a written submission by3

Will Taylor.4

Ms Keen?5

MEMBER KEEN:  I have a question6

for staff on page 2 of that letter, which is7

00-H29.86.8

With regards to this recent9

earthquake epicentre near Pickering A, was that10

considered under the evaluation that we did, the11

assessment?12

MR. WADDINGTON:  I will call on13

Mr. Jim Blyth to answer that question, Ms Keen.14

MR. BLYTH:  That earthquake wasn't15

explicitly considered because it occurred after16

most of the documentation was produced, but we17

have reviewed it and it is consistent with the18

assumed probabilistic seismic risk that is used to19

develop the review level earthquakes.  It does not20

invalidate in any way the results of the EA.21

That is part of our ongoing22

activity, is to track, keep a -- record seismic23

activity in the area and verify that it is24

consistent with the modelling we have done in25
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support of developing the screening earthquake.1

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Mr. Graham?2

MEMBER GRAHAM:  My question was,3

just before the earthquake scenario on the same4

page is community groups being shut out.  The5

gentleman, Mr. Taylor, says that:6

"Concerned citizens should be7

given the resources to8

address specific issues." 9

(As read)10

Community groups, and for the11

record I guess, from staff, community groups are12

not shut out of the process, or are they?  I mean,13

am I missing something?14

There is a process.  I realize15

there is not the financial assistance, but yet16

people are not shut out of any process, are they?17

MR. WADDINGTON:  No, Mr. Graham,18

they have not been shut out of the process.19

The process that we have been20

using has had very wide distribution of the21

documentation as it has been produced, starting22

with the scope of assessment, moving to the draft23

assessment, draft documentation and the final24

documentation.  And if you wish I can give you25
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numbers to illustrate that.1

MEMBER GRAHAM:  No.  I guess I2

just wanted to make the point that when you read3

the highlight it looks like many groups do not4

have access or do not have a chance to get into5

the process.6

Granted there is not the financial7

assistance, but yet there is no one being shut8

out.  Is that correct?9

MR. WADDINGTON:  That is correct,10

sir.  Nobody is being shut out.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.12

Are there any other questions or13

comments?14

00-H29.87/00-H29.8815

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to16

00-H29.87 and 00-H29.88, both of which are17

supportive.  Those are submissions by Khan and18

Mason.19

Are there any questions?20

00-H29.89/00-H29.90/00-H29.9121

THE CHAIRPERSON:  00-H29.89,22

00-H29.90, 00-H29.91, all three of whom are23

concerned or opposed.24

Are there any questions?25
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We then move to written1

submissions -- and I should have said that those2

submissions are from Leduc, Segatti and Payne.3

00-H29.92/00-H29.93/00-H29.94/00-H29.95/00-H29.964

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The next five5

submissions are 00-H29.92, 00-H29.93, 00-H29.94,6

00-H29.95 and 00-H29.96, all of which are7

supportive.  They are the written submissions from8

Alpajaro, Stevens, Lees, Schaefer and Luchford.9

Are there any questions?10

00-H29.97/00-H29.98/00-H29.99/00-H29.100/11

00-H29.10112

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The next13

grouping of five, 00-H29.97, 00-H29.98, 00-H29.9914

and 00-H29.100 are all supportive -- and15

00-H29.101, I'm sorry.  They are all supportive. 16

They are the submissions of O'Brien, Zawadski,17

van Langen, Plummer and Tomlinson.18

Are there any questions?19

Dr. Giroux?20

MEMBER GIROUX:  Yes.  Maybe this21

is a good point to raise one question with OPG.22

I am referring to letter 00-H29.9923

from van Langen in which he states -- J.P. states24

seven good reasons to restart Pickering Nuclear.25
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These seven good reasons are1

repeated in maybe 20 or 30 letters that we have2

received, so this is obviously the result of a3

letter-writing campaign, which I have no problem4

with.  There have been letter-writing campaigns on5

either side of this decision.6

But my question is to OPG7

management.  What sort of role did management play8

in organizing that campaign, or do you know at9

what level it has been organized?10

MR. STRICKERT:  Our public affairs11

people provided information to our staff through12

our internal publications with respect to what13

they could do under the terms of the Environmental14

Assessment Act and the process that was in effect. 15

It was up to individuals if they wanted to write16

or not.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  No other18

questions?19

00-H29.102/00-H29.10320

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Submissions21

00-H29.102 and 00-H29.103 are supportive.  Those22

are the submissions of Dewar and Smith.23

00-H29.10424

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Submission25
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00-H29.104 is a submission from Tanya Besharat and1

she is concerned or opposed.2

Any questions?3

00-H29.105/00-H29.106/00-H29.107/00-H29.108/4

00-H29.109/00-H29.1105

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The next five6

submissions -- I'm sorry, the next six, 00-H29.1057

to 00-H29.110, are submissions from Ballagh, Lee,8

Ahmed, Varga, Vodeen and Varga, and they are all9

supportive.10

Are there any questions?11

Thank you.12

00-H29.111/00-H29.112/00-H29.113/00-H29.11413

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Submissions14

00-H29.111, 00-H29.112, 00-H29.113 and 00-H29.114,15

which are submissions from the Canadian Nuclear16

Society, John Osier, David Lloyd and Catherine17

Morris are all supportive.18

Are there any questions?19

00-H29.115/00-H29.116/00-H29.117/00-H29.118/20

00-H29.11921

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to22

submissions 00-H29.115, 00-H29.116, 00-H29.117,23

00-H29.118 and 00-H29.119.  They are all24

supportive.  Those are the submissions from Nasri,25
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Wyke, Paulusma, Dinnie, Azavedo.1

Are there any questions?2

00-H29.120/00-H29.121/00-H29.122/00-H29.123/3

00-H29.124/00-H29.1254

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to5

the written submissions of 00-H29.120, 00-H29.121,6

00-H29.122, 00-H29.123, 00-H29.124 and 00-H29.125. 7

These are submissions from Schmeing, Price, Jibb,8

Sion, Nadeau, Latimer, and they are all9

supportive.10

Any questions or comments?11

00-H29.126/00-H29.127/00-H29.128/00-H29.129/12

00-H29.13013

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to14

submissions 00-H29.126, 00-H29.127, 00-H29.128,15

00-H29.129 and 00-H29.130.  They are the16

submissions of Facey, Cheng, Wissborn, Knight and17

Kumar and they are all supportive.18

00-H29.131/00-H29.132/00-H29.133/00-H29.134/19

00-H29.13520

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The next21

submission 00-H29.131, 00-H29.132, 00-H29.133,22

00-H29.134 and 00-H29.135 are the submissions of23

Vachon, Tomayer, Richardson, Babson, Van Drunen,24

and they are all supportive.25
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No questions or comments?1

00-H29.136/00-H29.137/00-H29.138/00-H29.1392

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to3

submissions 00-H29.136, 00-H29.137, 00-H29.138,4

00-H29.139.  Those are the submissions of Cameron,5

Snell, Merrell and Scurr and they are all6

supportive.7

00-H29.1408

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Submission9

00-H29.140 is a submission of Gventer, and this is10

a concerned or opposed.11

Are there any questions?12

00-H29.141/00-H29.142/00-H29.143/00-H29.144/13

00-H29.145/00-H29.14614

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The following15

submissions, 00-H29.141, 00-H29.142, 00-H29.143,16

00-H29.144, 00-H29.145 and 00-H29.146.  These are17

the submissions of Brett, Liu, Williams, Sonderer,18

Trimble and Garrett and they are all supportive.19

Are there any questions?20

Dr. Barnes?21

MEMBER BARNES:  Just a brief22

question to OPG.  This is 00-H29.141 from Karen23

Gventer.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  That is25
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00-H29.141?1

MEMBER BARNES:  Yes.2

The second paragraph, second3

sentence:4

"It is easy to say `Oh, that5

couldn't happen here', but6

that is what they said in7

Chernobyl."  (As read)8

Since today is the day that they9

are closing Chernobyl, would you like to comment?10

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Its 00-H29.140,11

not 00-H29.141.12

MEMBER BARNES:  I'm sorry13

00-H29.140.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes.  It is15

00-H29.140, not 00-H29.141.16

MEMBER BARNES:  Karen Gventer,17

second paragraph, second sentence.18

"It is easy to say `Oh, that19

couldn't happen here', but20

that is what they said in21

Chernobyl."  (As read)22

--- Pause23

MR. STRICKERT:  Are you asking me24

a question or --25
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MEMBER BARNES:  I am inviting a1

comment since several of the intervenors have2

alluded to that.  This is one specifically.3

Since today is the day that they4

are officially closing Chernobyl, I was just5

inviting you to comment on how that might affect6

people's concerns about Pickering.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  This was in fact8

addressed in the annex.9

When people raised the concern10

that they keep hearing from the industry that a11

Chernobyl could not happen here, what is your12

response to that?13

MR. STRICKERT:  Well, in terms of14

what happened in Chernobyl, I could say that AECB15

staff attended a post-accident review meeting of16

the nuclear power and radiation protection17

specialists concerned about it in Vienna at the18

IEA.  Based on the information provided, the AECB19

did its own study and OPG --20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We can't21

hear you.22

MR. STRICKERT:  AECB did its own23

study in events leading to the accident and that24

concluded that for reactors conforming to the25
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current licensing framework accidents similar to1

the one that occurred at Chernobyl are adequately2

protected against here.  There are fundamental3

differences in the reactor design.4

The AECB subsequently recommended5

that safety analysis of CANDU be re-examined. 6

They were re-examined and that resulted in issues7

such as the Pickering A Risk Assessment and the8

Pickering A Safety Report update work.9

These documents have been used in10

the environmental assessment and I strongly11

believe that an accident of the nature of12

Chernobyl is not going to happen here.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Any other14

questions or comments?15

Thank you.16

00-H29.147/00-H29.148/00-H29.149/00-H29.15017

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We now move to18

submissions 00-H29.147, 00-H29.148, 00-H29.149 and19

00-H29.150.  They are supportive.  These are20

submissions by Williams, Topping, Beattie,21

Sawadzki.22

Are there any questions?23

00-H29.151/00-H29.152/00-H29.153/00-H29.154/24

00-H29.15525
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  We move to1

submissions 00-H29.151, 00-H29.152, 00-H29.153,2

00-H29.154, 00-H29.155.  Those are submissions3

from MacArthur, Van Dam, Marsh, Carter and Weitz. 4

They are all supportive.5

Are there any questions?6

00-H29.156/00-H29.157/00-H29.158/00-H29.159/7

00-H29.1608

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to9

submissions 00-H29.156, 00-H29.157, 00-H29.158,10

00-H29.159 and 00-H29.160.  They are all11

supportive and are the submissions of Gray, Berry,12

De Guzman, Dewar, Ramirez.13

Any questions or comments?14

00-H29.161/00-H29.161A15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to16

submission 00-H29.161 and 00-H29.161A.  This is17

the submission from the Liverpool West Community18

Association and they are concerned or opposed.19

Mr. Graham?20

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Thank you.21

In the outstanding issues that22

they referred to, I believe it's on -- I guess I'm23

reading from my fax page.  No, it's the same one I24

guess.  Page 4.25
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This question is to OPG.1

They talk about in the outstanding2

issues on page 4, as an example Issue 96 and3

Issue 130.  Their concern is that we always say4

that:5

"Your ratification is not6

whether the emissions are7

below regulatory limits as8

per OPG's response..." 9

(As read)10

They are talking about zero11

tolerance.12

My question would be:  In this13

proposal, or in any other proposal, can zero14

tolerance be obtained?  Is it possible to say15

that --16

THE CHAIRPERSON:  It is the last17

sentence on page 4 of submission 00-H29.161A.18

MEMBER GRAHAM:  What I was saying19

was, in Issue 96 they said:20

"When we raise the issue of21

radioactive emissions to the22

air we are concerned about23

the fact that this is24

happening and how it might be25
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prevented, not whether the1

emissions are below the2

regulatory limits." 3

(As read)4

Then in Issue 130 they go on and5

talk more or less along the same lines and say:6

"We shouldn't be looking at7

whether it is in the8

regulatory limits but we9

should be talking about zero10

tolerance.  (As read)11

Is that realistic, that you12

could -- that there be zero tolerance?13

MR. STRICKERT:  I wouldn't say it14

is realistic to have exactly zero emissions, but I15

can say that we, as OPG, are committed to first be16

in compliance as part of our environmental managed17

system which we have implemented.  We are looking18

for ways to work towards lower emissions, you19

know, with a long-term target being as low as we20

can reasonably achieve.  That is what we are21

committed to do and that is what we are attempting22

to do.23

MEMBER GRAHAM:  I guess my24

question would be to go on record as saying -- or25
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can I get a commitment that just because you are1

within the regulatory limits, does that mean you2

don't strive to go further?3

MR. STRICKERT:  No, we strive to4

go further.  We look at is it a reasonable thing5

that we can do and does it make good sense and we6

do it.7

So, for example, we have always8

attempted to operate with our emissions levels9

lower than what the regulatory compliance levels10

were and we had set internal targets for ourselves11

and then we have, over the years, continued to12

strive to drive those emissions down.13

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Thank you.14

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The majority of15

the limits are well below the regulatory limits,16

both from -- both because the regulator is not17

going to allow them to be anywhere near the18

regulatory limits and because of what you19

have said.20

But the question is not:  Will you21

strive -- the question is not just getting the22

principle of OLARA in and going as low as23

reasonably achievable, the question is also:  Can24

you ever expect to reach zero tolerance?25
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What I heard you say is that is1

probably impossible.2

MR. STRICKERT:  That is correct.3

MEMBER GRAHAM:  But you still4

strive toward it.5

MR. STRICKERT:  Like I say, that6

is probably impossible, but we strive towards it.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  You still strive8

to get down.9

MEMBER GRAHAM:  I guess the point10

is, in this presentation or submission it more or11

less insinuated that there wasn't that effort and12

I wanted to hear it said that there is that effort13

to try to reach that at all times.14

MR. STRICKERT:  Yes.  And that is15

part of our commitment, is compliance and then to16

see what we can do to continually improve.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Ms Keen?18

MEMBER KEEN:  On the same19

submission, the next page, which is Issue 142, it20

appears that the intervenor has some questions21

about the purpose of ISO registration and its22

relationship, I think, I guess to environmental23

management.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Which submission25
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is that?1

MEMBER KEEN:  That is the same2

one.  It is 00-H29.161A.  It is the next page from3

Mr. Graham's issue.  It is at Issue 142.4

THE CHAIRPERSON:  All right. 5

Issue 142, top of the page, page 5.6

MR. STRICKERT:  And the question?7

MEMBER KEEN:  The question is,8

they say:9

"Why is this allowed to10

continue..."  (As read)11

And then it said:12

"How this issue can coexist13

with OPG's EMS and ISO14

registration..."  (As read)15

So I think the question is with16

regards to ISO and its relationship to17

environmental management and health and safety.18

MR. STRICKERT:  Well, I could give19

you just a brief overview of our approach to ISO20

and why we did it.21

I was a site VP at Darlington22

about four or five years ago when we first went23

for an ISO 14,000 registration.  At that time at24

Darlington we had put in place what we considered25
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an upgraded environmental managed system and I1

asked the staff from our environmental group:  How2

do we know that we are there?  They advised me3

that one way we could do that was go and get it4

independently checked by ISO and see if we had5

met the standard, because we were aware of6

the standard.7

So we in fact did that and we got8

the registration.9

I also know that our corporation,10

then Ontario Hydro and subsequently OPG, is11

committed to this leadership.12

The certification implies a -- or13

requires a continuing set of audits.  Once you14

have it, you continue audits.  In order to keep15

that certification you must continuously improve.16

So it underlines our entire17

approach.  It is a certification that says, yes,18

we are there, but additionally it shows a19

commitment of the organization to continuously20

improve.21

We look at it in that light, as an22

independent check of whether in fact our23

environmental managed systems are meeting the goal24

of ISO in having the continuous improvement.25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  Any other1

questions or comments?2

00-H29.162/00-H29.163/00-H29.164/00-H29.165/3

00-H29.1664

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Then we move to5

submissions 00-H29.162, 00-H29.163, 00-H29.164 and6

00-H29.165, 00-H29.166 which are all supportive. 7

Those are submissions of Rice, Alalasuntharam,8

Lenarduzzi, Stoyanovich and Carter.9

Are there any questions or10

comments?11

00-H29.167/00-H29.16812

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The following13

two submissions, 00-H29.167 and 00-H29.168 are14

both supportive and they are the submissions of15

Guirguis and Gregoire.16

Are there any questions?17

00-H29.16918

THE CHAIRPERSON:  00-H29.169 is19

the submission of Karin Brothers, and she is20

concerned or opposed.21

Are there any questions?22

00-H29.170/00-H29.171/00-H29.172/00-H29.173/23

00-H29.174/00-H29.17524

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to25
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written submission 00-H29.170, 00-H29.171,1

00-H29.172, 00-H29.173, 00-H29.174 and 00-H29.175. 2

These are the submissions of Douglas, Calder,3

Cochrane, Bradley, Côté, Swami, and they are all4

supportive.5

Are there any questions?6

00-H29.176/00-H29.177/00-H29.178/00-H29.179/7

00-H29.1808

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Proceeding with9

submissions 00-H29.176, 00-H29.177, 00-H29.178,10

00-H29.179 and 00-H29.180.  They are the11

submissions of Pryor, Tseng, Maxim, Lanzon and12

Charette, and they are all supportive.13

Are there any questions?14

00-H29.181/00-H29.182/00-H29.183/00-H29.184/15

00-H29.185/00-H29.18616

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Proceeding,17

then, with submissions 00-H29.181, 00-H29.182,18

00-H29.183, 00-H29.184, 00-H29.185 and 00-H29.186. 19

These are the submissions of Storey, Strickland,20

Hildred, Cherry, Kozelenko and Goel and they are21

supportive.22

Are there any comments or23

questions?24

00-H29.18725
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to1

submission 00-H29.187, Marnie Eves, and she is2

concerned or opposed.3

Any questions or comments?4

00-H29.188/00-H29.1895

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Submissions6

00-H29.188 and 00-H29.189 are the submissions of7

Nasri and Ferrazza, and they are both supportive.8

Are there any questions or9

comments?10

00-H29.19011

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then proceed12

with submissions 00-H29.190 and 00-H29.191 -- I'm13

sorry, 00-H29.190, and 00-H29.190 is concerned or14

opposed.15

No questions or comment?16

00-H29.192/00-H29.193/00-H29.194/00-H29.195/17

00-H29.19618

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Proceeding with19

submissions 00-H29.191, 00-H29.192, 00-H29.193,20

00-H29.194, 00-H29.195 and 00-H29.196.  Those are21

the submissions of the Concerned Citizens of22

Manitoba.23

I'm sorry, that grouping should be24

00-H29.192 to 00-H29.196.25
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00-H29.1911

THE CHAIRPERSON:  00-H29.191 is2

not supportive.3

Any questions?4

00-H29.192/00-H29.193/00-H29.194/00-H29.195/5

00-H29.1966

THE CHAIRPERSON:  00-H29.192 to7

00-H29.196 are the submissions of Austin, Riehl,8

Williams, Wettlaufer and Draesner and they are all9

supportive.10

Are there any questions or11

concerns?12

00-H29.19713

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Submission14

00-H29.197 is a submission by Great Lakes United.15

Any questions?16

Pardon me?17

--- Off microphone18

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, but these19

are basically -- we were flexible this time and20

didn't say they couldn't do both.21

Any other questions or22

submissions?23

--- Pause24

00-H29.198/00-H29.19925
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to1

submission 00-H29.198, 00-H29.199, which are the2

submissions of Austin and Hanson and they are both3

supportive.4

Are there any questions?5

MR. WADDINGTON:  Dr. Bishop, I6

think Hanson is against, 00-H29.199.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  00-H29.199.8

--- Pause9

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.10

Yes, 00-H29.199 is concerned or11

opposed.12

00-H29.200/00-H29.201/00-H29.20213

THE CHAIRPERSON:  00-H29.200,14

00-H29.201, 00-H29.202.  Those are the submissions15

of Spanjer, the Canadian Auto Workers, Durham16

Regional Environment Council and Rycroft, and they17

are all concerned or opposed.18

Are there any questions or19

comments?20

00-H29.20321

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Submission22

00-H29.203.  00-H29.203 is the submission of23

Worner and he is supportive.24

Are there any questions?25
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00-H29.204/00-H29.2051

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Submissions2

00-H29.204 and 00-H29.205 are the submissions of3

Kock and Hansen and they are both concerned or4

non-supportive.5

Any questions?6

Mr. Graham?7

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Just a question of8

process.  When someone is submitting their9

proposal and they ask for an answer:10

"Please inform me of the11

action being taken..." 12

(As read)13

Are they written back or just14

through the minutes, or how is that handled?15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  There is, of16

course, no requirement to write back on each17

question.  It depends on what the issue is.18

MR. GRAHAM:  Thank you.19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  It is usually,20

however, if people want questions answered it is21

better to write to the Commission outside of the22

hearing itself in order to be assured of receiving23

an answer, because there is no requirement under a24

hearing to answer questions.  It doesn't mean that25
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we will not do so.1

Any other comments or questions?2

00-H29.206/00-H29.207/00-H29.208/00-H29.209/3

H29.2104

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to5

hearings 00-H29.206 to 00-H29.210.  Those are the6

submissions of Jamieson, Vag, Mitchell, Kiameh and7

Brown.8

Are there any comments or9

questions?10

--- Pause11

00-H29.211/00-H29.212/00-H29.213/00-H29.214/12

00-H29.215/00-H29.21613

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We then move to14

00-H29.211, 00-H29.212, 00-H29.213, 00-H29.214,15

00-H29.215 and 00-H29.216.  These are the16

submissions of Cairns, Zayouna, Greenfield,17

Irvine, Lepka and Somaru, and they are all18

supportive.19

Are there any questions?20

00-H29.217/00-H29.218/00-H29.219/00-H29.220/21

00-H29.22122

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Next are23

submissions 00-H29.217, 00-H29.218, 00-H29.219,24

00-H29.220 and 00-H29.221.  Those are the25
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submissions of Zivkovic, Crisp, Bailey, Restivo1

and they are all supportive.2

Any questions or comments?3

MR. WADDINGTON:  Dr. Bishop,4

forgive me, the --5

--- Pause6

MR. WADDINGTON:  I'm sorry, I beg7

your pardon.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Does that mean I9

don't have to forgive you?10

MR. WADDINGTON:  No, I'm sorry.11

--- Laughter12

MR. WADDINGTON:  My apologies.13

MEMBER BARNES:  But, Madam Chair,14

I was going to comment that you mentioned15

00-H29.217 to 00-H29.221 and 00-H29.221 is from16

Julie Hyatt.17

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Yes, thank you.18

MEMBER BARNES:  You did not19

mention that particular name.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I had a break21

there and I had to double check whether she is22

supportive or non-supportive, and she is23

supportive.24

00-H29.222/00-H29.223/00-H29.224/00-H29.22525
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  So submissions1

00-H29.222 through to 00-H29.225, which are the2

submissions of Wight, Khondaker, Chacinski and3

Merrifield are all supportive.4

Are there any questions or5

comments?6

Thank you.7

00-H29.2268

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The next9

submission is 00-H29.226, which is a written10

submission from the Lethbridge Network for Peace11

and they are concerned or opposed.12

00-H29.227/00-H29.22813

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The next two14

submissions, that is 00-H29.227 and 00-H29.22815

from Hughes and McFarlane are both supportive.16

Are there any questions or17

comments?18

00-H29.229/00-H29.230/00-H29.23119

THE CHAIRPERSON:  The following20

submissions, 00-H29.229, 00-H29.230, 00-H29.23121

are all concerned or opposed.22

Are there any questions or23

comments?24

00-H29.232/00-H29.23325
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  The final two1

submissions, 00-H29.232 and 00-H29.233 are the2

submissions of Stoyanovich and Stoyanovich.3

Are there any comments or4

questions?5

Thank you.6

CLOSING7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Ladies and8

gentlemen, that ends the session of looking at the9

written submissions.10

We will now move to Ontario Hydro,11

and I believe this is the final issue on the12

agenda where OPG has asked to address the tritium13

monitoring issue.14

MR. STRICKERT:  Yes, Dr. Bishop,15

and Judy Ryan will do that.16

I also have, for your secretary, a17

copy of the Terms of Reference for the Community18

Advisory Council at Pickering Nuclear that was19

approved, so I will provide that to your20

secretary.21

MS RYAN:  Thank you, Dr. Bishop.22

I understand the question to have23

been in two parts.24

The first:  Is there adequate25
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monitoring?  That was for tritium in air.1

Our answer is yes, and I would2

like to explain that.3

We have accurate measurement of4

emissions from each of our reactor buildings.  We5

have also done modelling, dispersion modelling to6

demonstrate what the concentration would be.7

However, we have also located8

seven monitors in the one-to-two kilometre range9

from the station and that is the area that would10

be expected to get the highest tritium emissions.11

That monitoring confirms the12

dispersion modelling and that our emission13

information is accurate.14

In addition to that, our15

radioactive environmental monitoring samples at16

19 locations in the Pickering area for vegetation,17

this is further confirmation of the validity of18

the calculation of public dose that we have.19

The off-site monitoring program20

has been in operation for greater than 20 years21

and we submit that the data we have collected22

provides all the necessary assurance that23

radiation dose to members of the public from the24

operation of Pickering is very low.25
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The three off-site monitors that1

were referred to yesterday on the graph by2

Dr. Barnes are more remote than the ones we use3

for the bulk of our demonstration of public dose4

and they are used as control monitors.  So the5

fact that the Health and Welfare Canada monitors6

had been taken out of service does not impact our7

ability to measure public dose and impact of8

Pickering.9

The environmental assessment took10

into account all of that data, and so we believe11

there is sufficient -- that is more than12

sufficient to show no significant effect from the13

tritium emissions from Pickering.14

I believe there was a follow-up15

question:  Should there be more monitoring?16

In fact, as I mentioned this17

morning, we are in the process of upgrading our18

radiological environmental program.  It is part of19

our environmental action plan and we have already20

installed two new tritium monitors in the downwind21

sectors which were not previously covered by the22

seven monitors already in place.23

In addition to that, staff met24

with a number of Pickering community people to25
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look at their consumption habits to make sure that1

we were monitoring and accounting for the right2

pathways, and based on that work we are installing3

13 passive tritium monitors in specific locations4

in the community so we can more accurately account5

for public dose.6

For that reason, we feel that when7

those upgrades are completed, which will be by the8

end of this year, early next year, we will have an9

even better monitoring program to account for10

radiation from the station and public dose.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.12

Any further comments or questions?13

You are going like this.14

--- Off microphone15

THE CHAIRPERSON:  No, Dr. Barnes16

did not.17

Who is chairing this, Graham.18

--- Laughter19

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you very20

much, ladies and gentlemen.21

This is the end of this hearing,22

and I think it has been an extremely important23

hearing.24

Unless there are -- are there any25
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other further comments before --1

Dr. Giroux?2

MEMBER GIROUX:  Yes, please.3

Dr. Bishop.4

These are your final public5

moments in the Chair of the Commission and I think6

it deserves brief recognition.7

I would like to say on behalf of8

the other Commission members how much we have9

appreciated working under your strong leadership10

and what great admiration we have developed for11

your very deep commitment to nuclear safety.12

I think that you are leaving the13

nuclear scene in Canada in very good shape and as14

you go into your very well-deserved retirement we15

might say that we are going to miss you, but we16

wish you every success and happiness.17

I am speaking for the Commission18

members, but I think most members of the public19

here would agree with me in these wishes.20

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you21

very much.22

MEMBER GIROUX:  Thank you.23

--- Applause24

--- Pause25
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THE CHAIRPERSON:  I will indeed be1

following the issues, but as I am in my rocking2

chair reading a good book, with a good glass of3

wine, I will be saying "Good luck to all sides."4

Thank you very much.5

This hearing is now at a close.6

--- Whereupon the hearing concluded at 2:45 p.m.7


